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preme Beach. -Soldiers in Citizens' Garb
Patrolling.
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FEDERAL COURTS
AGAINST STATES
IN RATE CONTROL
Tragedy Marks Last Twenty-Four
Hours of Soldiers' Presence--Little
Boy Shot to Death at Marion, Ky.
41
•
1
re. R • I
1
1.
cruet for the dildriet of Minnesota on
el charge of i.untertipt of eourt--in in- 
running out. The Metes. hut still
iattntina or„...priinaa in the state warm hod ) oelltee Toni VI'heat wa,
vottit tor enforcement of the 
rallro'al.foisnd etre-totted in a pied Of his Ow?,
rate law after the federal euurt h.il 
blood Each boy blamed the other
ereshibited such a (wire., and afErnoel for De deed, but at the inquest the 
!
'the deiltion of Judge l'r tasiied in the Jar) 
returns., 
a senile? <if accidental
United rino„ circuit rwirt for the' killing. Toni Wheat was vistting h.•
western dIrtriet of N irfli Carolina. ilgrandfa""'' Clargall _,____Ifaa,.._,..i.e' whit .._.
eirsehlerglite front Inapirlieoinient laines 11" 4"4. -1.-"' m'ur "In
li Wood. a ticket agent of lit. South- taken to Wheeling todat i
ern railway at Aeheville, after he had Soldiers levier.. 
I
b • n se utent ed by the Asheville pollee Sint* the organization of the Ma-
mem to serve a term on the rod' ii • 
non 
"'pa" 
plans have been made
to :he fhargt. of reelectine for a 114 k t to relieve Ole Louisville guardemeti
and Lieutenant R. J. Starke*. with lk •on the road a greater prise titan sa
p• rmittrd by the state railroad law. Wen or Votnpany K. First reglmettl.
Loud. il March 24 The duke ofstarts for 4.oulgvtlle today. Captain .In both cas.-s the r•irlit of sta..,
tu fls rat a for railroad tratieporta- 
Krieger will remain to drir the new lDevenshire'died today of heart fat:-
DLit was the MAU,. and both involved cempany. There is no fear of disorder 
!tire. at Vannes, France. Fie was long
s eon ttct between the f• dere! and bete for some time at least. The 
prominent In public lifo and held' 
- -let are r ours 
The dr'el::"n • in eil  *Prgrne41- 
of
the trn°11S "" a" 4. jet-tealtalhti•:iti uvir9,„:- 
lie
 w:Lonie-51vtahr:good effect, and there is litt!e, •vre-rate was elle:sett to the s!alcs•an.
---e--- --44,14r roartar-late-apnitiotrof-the roust tawillil- "InsuillItnnaldeoi-441-thesileaseesold- - ------
:n both l'As a WA. anliounced le, .lits• ;or Marion. • .
not sympathize with them are afraid
of them, as they have shown that they
will not hesitele at murder to cover
their tracks.
In the cities soldiers' stand guard,
reedy to repel an attack of night
riders and to alarm the populace-
Soldiere Eddyville.
Eddyville, K) March 21. (Sire-
clal t • Thirr) arrited from
Hopkinsville nthianorning.
"Wanton Murder.
Hopkinsville, Ky., March 24. -
Night riders, masked arid armed, roil.,
into Golden Pond last night arid fired
off grins. They forced Tem We sect.
a negro tobacco pee•Ici- r, to accompany
them outside the village. They told
tent to hurry and lie faltered an they
shot. wounding him twlei:e He was
found dying ,today. No reason for
the outrage is kobown.
MINERS WANT TO WORK
Des Moines, March 24. -lowa and
Northern Missouri miners and opera-
tors are conferring today on the. wage
wale. TI:t rators insist on a shut
down on April 1. pending negotia-
done The miners want to work until
the new scale is adjustel
I ire le • abate and t h.. e. wept ion ports from th'-' t il l
Minnesota and North Carolina Home Troops Will Go on Duty
Cases Before -11. S. Si- There Todayaas An is quiet
Judges Upheld in Granting
Their Injunctions. Marion, KY., March 24.- (Spe• ial I
--Within twenty-1mile hours of the
time the state militiamen, who hive
been guarding this eommunity, were
THE LIMIT OF STATE'S RIGHTS to leave Marlon, little Tont Wheat, of
Wheeling. W. Va., a slx-year-o14 boy.
as Shia and killed in the room of
a guardsman. With him were Rob
Washington. Mar. h :1 The
t teo'ei s
va- Satre. a white boy 11 years old. and;genie etturt f th  l tee S- - lCd Cie no nt, II ears old, colored.refused to grant to Attorney General
. aetit ', room inYoung. of Minneenta, a writ of habeas the Nt
cell us releaetie hint from the penalty 
're Marion hotel, end almos•
Immediately there wits the report of aimposed b) the. Vnibet State-ii cleeuct
gun, and that too older hays came
DEVONSHIRE DEAD
-1 tire' Justice Harlan all other me-inners :fib.' " tt 1" 1- countF• --- - BLOW RECEIVEDof the cowl stood behind hint in thsinIght rider band that visited Birinins
•rnotincement:ot the enures finding lham. Marshall county, is supposed te.
Harlan read a dIstenting opinion in ihave roes-i. doliot corroborate the •,.- ON HEAD RENDERSth•• young ease in which h•• bank th iiP13" that any- of them were talon .
sleep test the suit was ocaetkioly aiettler at Ilittninghatm or after cr...
eroe• • ding Aga 'Mit f h.. ,„te,.., and tag the river, At Kuttawa and Grand
therefore not pertnissinle under the
eleventh amendm.nt to the .sentinel-
lion. He therefore characterized the
opinion as era making in the hlist.ory
ef the con't and said it had the effect
clos:eg the rourlsof A state aga.nst
-the state itself and ita, predicted re-
si.lt be disastrous.
, The prey wed Ines in Young's ease
mew out of. the effort by the Minas-
c• federal court on May I. last to
Rivera ketlye preparations have been
made to reeeive night ridgee with shot
gun,. If they carry out threats to raid ,
the tow .t.
It he a*so authentically established
that the Mack Patch east of the Ten-
nesease is pa' ruled by soldiers In citi-
zens' (leather, hut their secret Kerrie%
work so .far has been unavailing, be-
cause it is impossible to bring Me
Add riders to justice In courts. The
i• strain Young and other state of11- fre°Ple peeing the country are mostly
cra's front executing or attempting to witnes•es. summoned on evidence Se•-
nured 
idier saisi that he could name 200
by -the secret service mn. Oneetic:lute the rats Lie. c
rt:in stockholders f .1' the North-
night riders himself hut they ran not• rn Pac:nc d sett at die tine'ask-
ing for an injunction to prohibit the 
e,rn'.-'''1". because thOse who do
-iete nffiches from carrting the law
into effect. on the ground that - Ow;
peasible returns to tbe company '
fixyd sas so low as to make. lie '
COLORED REFUGEES FROM BENTON ARE
intrestrnegt.
An injenetion Was grani,d en thhe MAKING THEIR WAY ACROSS OHIO RIVERteenty-third of September on te
ground that the law was rontiecatory
wed ft,. promulgation Was immediatelt
foliose/ by- commeneetnctit of netion
lin Attorney General Young in the
itilnseS county state district court in
which that court was asked to direet
the isolators. of A writ of mandamus,
consmandiap the Northern Paeifis to
comply *fit the law.
Young's petition ae', proceed-
leg Itraentilated iihary conflict he-
ice ti the federal and_egate courts
Ytteitig was sumnioned before the fur
mer to give an account of his defiance.
of the court's Injure-Om and failing
to make a satisfastory explanatInn,
he sae, Peed Shoo for contempt of
ere urt, and at the same.. tints ordered
to dismiss the case In ihe state court
Refusing either to pay the fine or
distiess the ease. Young inintreitat-ly
brought the ease to the supreme court
of the Vatted State. on a petition for
a writ of habeas corpus. He -based
his petition upon the grounds that
the' 4 tilted Atates circuit court as
ilhout .hiniadiction in the original
Proeeeding because there was Ito dr
verse eitisenship and that the suit
irstnuted against lent as attorney
iiiiera,1 was in 'effect a stilt against
the state and not against him. ,The
court', derision today Was that the
emit we. not against the stale and that
thr -leen had jurisdiction.
- -
ROWLEY INSANE
William Rowley. a well • known
young man who lives with his mother
at 23110 -South Third street, Was ad-
judged of unbound mind and ordered
sent to the Hopitlnsville asylum by
jury empanelled by County Judge
Lightfoot this morning. Rowley is
blind and almost heli;less, the trouble
all being caused by. a blow he received
over the eye several months ago while
iemployed at 'the Kilgore mill. For
!several months he has been growing
!rapidly wors
STORMS IN SOUTH
New Orleans. IA., March 24 As
a result of a heavy wind and rain-
storm which hat raged in portions of
Missiasippi and Alabama
during the last 24 hooric much prop-
erty hies been destrotel, many per-
sons have been injured and at Moe
one. person .has been killed. Hurri-
canes have been reported from East
irporlana pariah. Louielana. and Jef-
ferson Davis county, Mississippi, while
muck damage hats been done In the
nelghborhoOd of Flomaton. Ain by
heavy MARS.
Twenty five Reach Paducah
aid only One Family Re-
mains at Marshall Capital.
A part) of about colored refit
ireut Benton remelted hers yes• 1
to -day evening stud went across the.
titer into Illinois seeking new loca-`1
eters Al the head of the party were I
Berets:Ford and William Calhoun. two
nal sled Itstiffesreve psslayea. wit..
had liv)ed in Marshall county all their
nye* The old men sat(' that white
ciltzens had to'd them at Benton
that thcy phould not be meteor& but
they feared to rake chances and stay
It is said that only one colored family
now remains in Benton and that is
Pryoria family, on the door ot
unmet. home the notice warning me
net s to leave Benton before the new
moon, Was pewter. The Pryor woman
owns her own home and has been ad-
I heed not to move and has decided to
brave It oUt. She, too, Is wild to be
law-abiding.
%I.11t4HAIA. GR.\ND
WILL SIERT 10a111It ROW.
ledge Wiliam lined will go to
Denton tomorrow to reconvene the
special graret-nnrn which is making
an investigation of the night rider mit-
rages in Marshall county. The jury
ware In semeion geserral days last week
and adjourned Saturday until tomor-
row to give the ',heardff an opportunity
to summens ',anemia's wanted.
CHINA TO SEE FLEET
Westrington. March 2 I -The
ernment has accepted China's
tIon to. have the battleship
visit a Chinese port.
PHILIP B. CLARK
Plelip B. (lark. 49 years old. 416
South Ninth street. died last night. it
le•15 o'clock of constipation and com-
plications after a long illness. Besidet.
his wife he leaves the following chil-
dren: Fred and Stella Clark, of AO
Louis. and Lents, McKee, Mildred and
Ruby, of th.s r:ty. John Clark, of
Tyler, Is a brother. No funeral ar-
rangements will be nrade until late'
the ,arrival of the two children from
Se lannat_ehis ,aftextwon. • Mr. Clark
Flras born and grew to. manhood atMetropolis, but raw to Psdues:hfrom Hantreitsburg. Ill., where he. re-
sided for a thee. He had been a resi-
dent of Paducah foul' years. and part
of the time was in business. but re-
cently has been a clerk in stores In
the city. He was a man of quiet -dis-
position, but had many friends in the
city.
MAN WITH RABIES
ATTACKS PEOPLE
AND KILLS SELF
Memphis, March 24. -- Andrew I
Thompson, a machinist, was bitten
by a dog and developed rabies desmIte
the Penteur treatment. Fifteen phy-
sicians overpowered him and put tn.
a straight jacket. He escaped today
and bit three women and two men
before being overpowered again. .All
those bitten will he taken to New
Orleans for treatment. Thompson
14"11°- later choked himself to death in his
squadron agonies by tying a collar around his
Junk.
soy'
WILLSON VETOES 'Bawdy House Keepers Enrich City
PADUCAH POLICE Three Hundred Dollars by Fines
BILL FOR CAUSE on Confession in Police Court.
Says it is Partisan Measure,
In Non•Partisan Clothes, and
Does Not Tell Truth.
Lexington Politicians to Blame
For it.
NM' ORIGINAI, SENATE BILL
Fiankfort, Ky'.
eia1.1---in vetoing
the appointment a
M a nit 21. 4511 
the'bill ri,gulatiag
cii removal of po-
icemen gt second • •asscities, Gover-
nor Willson said: -It is another parti-
san bill in non-partisan clothing, and
&es not prevent police from pernic-
ious activity in poliikis.
It is' believed the bill's verbosity
aroused the suspic:ons of Governor
Willson. Mayor Smith was fearful
lest the provision for appeal from the
cemmission••rs to the circuit
court  in case of ells reee ggisnin_a
policeman. would kill it. The orig-
:nil senate bill simply fixed the mini-
mum at 20 and the maximum at 75:
but the substitute. rola a!ed all Mail-
MUM and mlultnem provisions, and
put the police under civil service
risks, with regular' trials before dis-
charge on charges in aritting, for
appeal, etc.
.• Lexington people. were responsible
For the civil service •Patures Cif the
measure, which killed it_
Whirl informed today by The Sun,
that the bill was killed, Mayor Smith
said simply: "I am sorry."
Signing 11111s.
Frankfoit, Ky., Mitt h 21. (Stu-
ciald -Governor Wireon liai• signed
the bill transiferrirg control of court
lo•uses in counties. containing 9econit
class cities. flora the county jailer to
the fisCal court. -
Frankfort.- Ky., March 24. tante-
(nail-- Governor Willson approved
the hill abolishing the present trustee
system in rural districts and creating
the county boards of education. It
does not apply to cities and graded
se-boor districts. 
•
EIGHTEEN HURT
IN Q. & C. WRECK
AT HIGH BRIDGE
- --
Harrodsburg. Ky.. March 24.-A
head-on eollision between a freight
and the north-bound passenger MI the
Queen and Crescent, two miles north
of Burgin. is reported. First reports
Kay seven were killed and Many
wounded.
baler Report.
Harrodsburg, Ky.. March 24.-
(Special.1- A north-bound passenger
collided with a sounthbound freight
of *the Cincinnati Southern near High
Bridge and rghteen were injured.
Four will die
[hinter, Mu ii h Dispatches
from Billings. Mont., says Sheriff
Webb. of .V,::owatone count). Was
killed today in el desperate battle with
horse thieves
HORSE THIEVES KILL
SHERIFF IN MONTANA
-
WIATHER.
fietteraill fair tonight and Werliww-
day ; not -It eamage in telhiterature
Highest temperature yeeteeday, 0.11;
kneel today, 47'.
•
said County Attorney Aiben Barkley
this morning. "If there is any evi-
dence that they have opened up again
it will be brought to the exitirt's at-
tention at the criminal term or cireti.i
cou'rt, which begins the first Monday
in April."
The county, attorney asists the
commonwealth's attorney in-the prose
cution of all offenders in..the„elreutt
court and from his expres,ion tht,
morning, the women who have been
!tinning their places openly in viola-
tion of Judge Reed's injunction are
probably in hard 1.nes. But few cases
of contempt have ever come before
Judge Reed. but judging from his
general policy in having the mandates
of his court obeyed, those coming In
conflict with them will not fare well
before hint.
The women -of Kentucky avenue
,
who were fined -for 'coridueling die-
upon orderly houses, or for selling llquor
nItheut a license may- be fined for
contempt of court If they occupy the
same , houses when the order was
confession.
onLucoethenfeemrtupson. sus salcue costs_ .gtintr f
Alta Hngs'nee, VA" and no costs oaa by Circuit Judge Reed to ties,
Helen Weetlake. $25 and no costs
said,
madame moved next door she is not
i ont. In the order the houses were
spedfled by house number, and if a
o contempt of court, it las
onituteonf(7h....iln
,rfiekl 
l and no costs- Those on Kentucky avenue are Alta
RI hriLes. 1.01S, and Annie Redman.
The locations of other resorts pull-
ed, are: Ida Chesterfield, 1131 South
Tenth street: Lucile Thompson, 1.221
South Eighth street; Mrs. Sanderson,
'9 Campbell street: Helen Westlake
19 Campbell street; Mrs. Hammond.
"Round Knob:" Minnie Brown
Tenth and Burnett streets:.,.. Fannieteased'. to keeping such nnnocts-• 11" I flare Se.e Washineton street.which they were given the nominal ,
fine of $25 each withent costs
Minimum Assessed This Time.
But Mayor Smith Promises
That He Has Just Begun His
Crusade.
Disorderly Howse*.
Altaa Rowers, $25 and no cords upon
confession.
Helen Westlake, 4125 and no costs
upon confession.
Ada Robinson, 412.1 and no costs
upun (1111felfeill11..
Lucille Thompson, $25 and no costs
upon confession.
lila laleetertield. $2.1 Wad flu coats
upon confession,
Ella Rowe. $215 and no costa upon
confession.
McNukiie $2.5 and no costs
confesaion.
Itreach of Ordittenee.
on confession,
Ella Howe, $2.1 and no meta on
contestation.
The city of Paducah Is enriched
$3414, if the moral atmosphere Is n'ot
cleared, this morning by the prosecu-
tion of keepers of bawdy houses In
the 'mice cense. Seven of them con-
of them confessed to selling liquor
without city liceises, for which they
were mulcted another $25 without
'he costs. The maximum fine for each
offense is $-100.
City Solicitor James Campbell. Jr..
was present to represent Mayor Smith
in the prosecution and was consulted
by the ccurt in regard to the fines.
When asked why that particular
amount was assessed against all the
defendants. Mr. Campbell said: "This
irusade is not for the purpose of ex-
tortion, but to close up the dives and
make them quit selling liquor. The
eity is not after their money."
"But if it is going to require the
assessment of the maximum fine as
fast as we can catch them Selling
liquor in bawdy houses, we'll begin
that," declared Mayor Smith, bring-
Ijivs fiat down.
Only the bawdy house keepers were
talented in police court this loom-
ing, and they had no trial, all con-
fessing. The other cases, excepting
the one against Chandler, were set
for Thursday by Judge D. A, Cross.
Planniag Campaign.
City Solicitor Campbell is mapping
put a campaign at the instance of
Mayor Smith that will make it in-
convenient for the worn,. Iv continue
their traffic, an the pollee 'depart-
ment, under Chief Collins, will co-
operate. Mayor Smith believes -the
result will be that before long the
keepers of bawdy housee will under-
stand that he is not subjecting them
to any send-annual hold up, but Is
determined to stop the illicit selling
of' liquor.
It has been learned that their prin-
cipal revenue is the sale of liquor at
exorbitant profits, beer for a dollar a
bottle, and other refreshments at a
like rate, and it is surmised that with
this revenue pit off the palaces ot
vice will not thrive In Pedneah,
Mayor Smith has been congratu-
lated on al! tides and by people of all
parties and beliefs for his energetic
action, but many of them have warned
him that he is just beginning and be
will have some diffictrity irconvincIng
the people he Is after that be lain
earnest and has the poWer to stop
their practices, as they are accus-
tomed. to sporadic visitations.
Contempt Cams.
Any of the -resort keepers who
were enjoined by circuit Count from
running _disorderly houses on Kea:
tacky avenue teolst certainly will be
proceeded against for contempt It
they have violated that injunction,"
JOHNSON-BRYAN
FIGHT TOMORROW
IN NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks, N P . March 24 --
I Governor Johnson's and Bryan's
i names will go before the state Demo-
irratic convention her. tomorrow as
isedidates for Indorsement for the
presidential nomination It Is report-
rol Bryan has the better chance for
endorsement.
PADEAH PLANTS
ASK FOR GATLING
GUNS AND GUARDS
Detective Baker Visits St.
Louis to Borrow Battery
From That City.
Two Factories Threatened by
Night Riders.
BUSMEN* MEN SI*GGEST IDEA
St. Louis, Mo., March 24. (Spe-
cial.)-Deteetive Sergeant William E.
taker. of Paducah, is in St. Louis as
commissioner for Paducah bus:nesa-
lien, trying to get two getting guns to
Ise on the night riders.
Supposing there was an artillery
Separtment with the police depart-
ment here, Baker called on Chief
Creecy. He was referred to Captain
Frank M. Rumold, commander of bat-
tery A, rand he called on the captain
in the Century building to ask for the
oan ofetbe•battery's gaoling guns.
c-apt, Rumhold,--told-Saker-he could
not loan the guns except on the order
of Governor Folk. Baker left with-
nit saying whether he would try to
get that.
At a meeting of prominent hest.
ness men of Paducah it was decided
no send Baker for artillery and to
man It with men from the pollee
once. Two Independent manufactur-
ilnof tobacco In Paducah have been
hreatened by the night riders and the
trellery Is to be mounted -in their
GOULD DE SAGAN
New York, Starch 24.-There was
a family conference or the Goulds, in
which Mine. Anna Gould. Is said to
have pleaded for consent to an early
marriage with Prince Helle de Sagan,
cousin of her former husband, Count
Boni de Castellano. The Gould mi.
ference was held in the home of, Miss
Helen Gould. .Mr. and Mrs. George
Gould were known to have been pres-
ent. The .Hearst News Service learned
on good authority that Miss Gould
had been practically won over to the
Idea of her sister marrying ,again.
New York, March 24.-Anna Gould
twill leave tonight for Virginia it is
said Helen Gould has consented to her
marriage with Prince de Sagen, but
George Gould, trustee of Anna's fort-
une. is withholding his consent. The
mystery concerning "W. H. Thomp-
son," who registered in Philadelphia
as De Frain is cleared. It is main-
tained that Thomason and De Frain
are aliases of de gegen.
YELLOW PINE MEN
UNDER PROBE IN
ST. -LOUIS COURTS
St. Louis, March 24.-George K
Smith, secretary of the Notional Tel-
few Pine Manufacturers' association,
at the investigation of the alleged lutu
her foist which Missouri seeks to
oust, testified that manufacturers for
six months reduced the output one-
third, and tbat the price list commit-
tee recommended an Increase in the
sailing price. Assistant' Attornes
General Lake states that he can prove
the association boon/ell the price one
-than-sand. Assistant At-
torney General Lightfoot. of Texas,
Is here It is said the evidence given
today will be used in other southwest-
rn states in maser suits welling; 47
.ompanies.
FNDESIIIR %MA: FOREIGNERS
MUST LEAVE PITTSBURG.
PNtsburg, March 24. -An- inveitis
gallon la in progress, which. It Is said,
will result In the deportation of thou-
Averbach Inquest •
Chicago. March 24.-The coroner's
inqueFt over Lazarus Averbuch began
today with his sister as the first wit-
ness. Folios guarded the room. She
told of her brother's life. The Jewish
society had an attorney present to
xamine witnesses.
THROWN FROM CARRIAGE
Jackson, Tenn., March 24.-Mr.
WII Smedley Harris was thrown from
a carnage yesterday morning and fa-
tally hurt, having his seventh, eighth,
ninth and tenth ribs broken, one of
which pierced his lung, and death re-
sulted two hours later. He was taken
to the Crook hospital and the best
medical:Ai% rendered, but the unfor-
tunate yQung man never regained
conseicnranesaa He was the eldest son
of Mr. Charles N. Harris and was
about 26 iiears old. Tbe horses at-
tached to the carriage were fright-
ened by- a passing train on the Illi-
nois Central railroad and fled without
a driver, and it Is suposed Mr. Harris
jumped in an effort to escape and his
feet became entangled in the lines
and he was dragged under the vehicle.
Mr. Harris was a prominent yonlIff
society man of Jackson and was
known in Paducah, where be has
visited. Ills mother was Miss Fannie
Smedley, who as a g1-1 lived here, and
has a number of relatives in Paduenik.
NATURAL SONS OF -
KING OF SPAIN IN
SUIT FOR ANNUITY
Madrid, March 24.-1111* first move
was made in the snit brought. against
the estate of King Alfonso XII by
the two sons of the monarch's favor-
ite, Elena Sans, the Spanish actress.
The suit is brought to secure tae an-
nuity, 'which the sons claim to have
been made over to their mother by the
Mug and which was to revert to them
after her death. The swit is based on
letters alleged to have been written
sands of undesirable foreigners from to the actress by the The
the Pltteburg district within the next`judges wh6.were deputed to take the
few months. testimony of the dowager queen,
called at the palace and took hor
deposition, which was to the effect
that a few days after the death of ha
husband, Senor Salmeron informed
1-014*17- It is alleged that laic:" the master ot the househoid that Klee&threw Nola Anderson, colored, to ttisaaa had in her possession certainfloor and robbed her of $115,at'letters from the late king the publisTenth and Finlay streets. After rob-
cation of Which *out/ cause • greatblow the girl he tried to break open :scandal. 
She would give them up fora trunk, but was frightened away.1$15."0.
Patrolmen Whittemore sad Rogers,
This slimarrested Morris after a 'dime. His
trial was continued In police court
this morning until tnmerrow.
Arrested ter Robbery.
Charles Morris, fettered was arrest-
ed yesterday afternoon on a charge of
Grain Market.
was paid to Senor Sal-
moron. together with al 10.00 for his
service!, as intermeliary and the lab
ten• were supposed to have been de-
stroyed. as Senor galmeton averred
that they had been.
The letters on which the preeellt
suit is based, however, appear In heSt. Louis, Mo., March 24 - Wheat, the identical letters. which 111111401 $11
)00; Mira, $1136; oats, 66. the Salmeron 114Metinitnnk
• s
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Run Down
If your doctor says take Ayer's Sar-
saparilla, then take it. If he has
anything better, then take that.
yer'sSarsaparilla
NON ALCOHOLIC
If you are all run down, easily tired, thin, pale,
nervous, go to your doctor. Stop guessing, stop
experimenting, go direct to your doctor. Ask his
opinibn of Ayer's non-alcoholic Sarsaparilla. No
alcohol, no stimulation. A blopd purifier, a nerve
tonic, a strong alterative, an aid to digestion.
Free from Alcohol
C AVER CO., Manutieturing Chemists, Lowell, Mass.
TO DRESS YOUR IAIR
IN TIE LATEST MODE
Try our really-to-wear Puff
Seta. We carry a ixnuelete
line of high grade Hair
Goods-Switches, Coronet
Braids. Bangs, Waves,
Pompadours, Rolls, Hair
Nets, etc. Everything for
the hair dress now at
popular, at the lowest
prices. Switches and puffs
made out of your own
Combings
MRS. A. C. CLARK
Dreaartwat at L. B. Of i foie 4. Co. 'a
11
NEW RESTAURANT
In Bear ef Saloon at 1398. Second Street.
Sam C. Smith has equipped his new restaurant and serves everythingup to date. Meals 25c. Hot and cod lunch served at all hours. Will C. Stanford, Manager. Cordially invites all his friends to call.
AMENDMENTS TO
THE SHERIAN LAW
Bill Istrodneod in cuogresm as
Agreed I pos.
(i• •  L(•ist;o 1.1 of Italie-0ml. %%ill
lie Ex. (elated-1.41).w tirgaitisa-
lion* Not Eititide$1.
FROM OPERATIONS OF LAW
Wasbington. Erlich 24.-The bill
to amend the Sherman anti-trust lite
lntroduced in the house of representa-
tives -kits been prepared under the au-
spices_ of the National Civic leder&
tion„in consultation, on the onelsand,
with the president and other execu-
tive oMeers of the government'. and
on the other hand, with representa-
tives of the country and of organized
labor. The effort has been to pre-
pare a bill- which in its general
scheme would command the support
of the president. and which would
deal with all Interests affected by the
Sherman anti-trust law fairy. and.
so, far as conditions eouldepermit, in
the same way.
Sissasenau7 of the BM.
I. The lawman anti-trust law
forbids all contracts or ellebniations
or eonspIracies its Tatra' lictrade,
and any monopeehting of or attempt
Red Checker Men
Float the red checkers from
your checker-board in a bowl
of water and you will know
why blood IS red. Blood has
masons and millions of little
red wheels floating in a clear
fluid. The professor cal them
red cormiacks.
Scott's Emulsion
makes red corpsncks. These
little red wheels grow in the
bone marrow. SCOTT'S
EMULSION contains a power
which feeds and puts new life
into the bone marrow of pak
Pen*.
i
min, AA Druggisab; 50t. sad $1.00.
and having capita toc and also cos-
poratlons nol for Vont and not hav-
ing capital stock may register, but
neither are obliged to do so. This
descriptIoe ha Intended to Include co-
operative organizations, as wea
business corporations. esti rat
and labor organizatons. and the like-
If they de register, they get the bener
fits of the act. It they do not registee
they remain under the Sherman anti-
trust law, unamebded. In order to
register corporations for profit and
having capital stock are obliged to
give such information ie regard to
their financial condition. their eon-
tracts,. and their corporate proceed-
ings. AS may be prescribed by seenera,
regulavons from time to time to be
to monoPolise tradbs The test els made by the president of the l'nitedseitions of the act deal with the pow- States. Corporations not for profitera of the government in relation and-having no capital stoek, -in order
thereto. The seventh and last see- to register -must set forth their char-ten of the act gives private parties a ter or agreements of assoration andright to sue and to collect three-fold by-laws; the place ca the r principal
damages. „„ 
office• and the names of their sinew-2. The United States supreme tots tkr managing officers. and stand-
court, by a long series of decision,. Mg committees, it an. a .th Shen
has held that this law appiles to corn- residence,. Any corporation or asso-
mon carriers, to business corporation. elation that is reeatered may be
and 10 business men, and a:so to labor stricken from the r if 17 shall
organizations and to labor men. The
supreme court has also declaed that
any action in restraint of trade, so
far as it applies to,. interstate •com-
merce. is unlawful, whether suck
action be reasonabe or not.
3. The bill submitted by the Nis-
-Cone! Civic federation does not sa-
fail at any tirae to tie• the -eeriness -
or to give the intoimAtion regal!, ,
under the act, or to • "nips w h
requirements of thi- ars se: in 1a-
information inveighed by it abet: he"
false in any material partieuar. Any
one feeling aggrieved hy the decision
to remove lt from the iegistrv has all
tempt to change the lee,a1 status- •t appeal•
  anything condemned as in restraint
 of tratel. ...I.. t u.semius.„an,swy...ss
I
.aet: but it aims to provide a way by
which, under certain conditions. cone-
biaations and contracts in restraint of
.trade that are not unreasonable may
'be saved from attaek. The benefits
and immunities offered by the pro-
posed bill. therefore, .w111 be in the
main confined to' those who register
in accordance with the terms of the
bill. Common carriers may register
with the interstate commerce commis-
sion, and all others with the com-
missioner of corporations in the de-
partment of commerce and labor. Is
is proposed to amend section 7 of the
Sherman anti-trust act by cutting out
the provision for three-fold damages.
reducing the amount that can Its as-
Feted to sihm:e damages, as under
the common law. Every body, whether
registered or not, will get the benefit
of this provision.
4. Both corporations,. for' isofit
CLIP YOUR Hol4ses
They look better, feel better and work better. Clipped horses are easier
to groom and you are not annoyed by horse hairs when driving. We
have an electric machine and an expert operator and will give you as
good work as can he done, at the regular pi lee.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
(Incorporated.)
Fourth and Kentucky Avenu•.
DR. M. STEINFELD
OPTICIAN
EYES EXAMINED: FREE
Telephone for Appointment.
Both Phones 1116-r.
STEljaktogiffAL Co. 
INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
lire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Autoruobile,
Steam Boiler,
Bonds,':
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.
Office Phones Old N.w 355 Residence Phones Old 73SN. 726
Qarrapbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
ED. D. HANNAN
Stit-iittiry Plumber
Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 201 132 S Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenne.
sr)
f'N.1
PISO'S CURE
Cossebs Crack lie• C.onstiestior
k rack ins (nosh is sometime*
the lorerannrr oi crrnsump-
iota. Stop the cough with
Ilise's Care before your Ids
is la danger. It Foca to the
solarce of the treahle mad re-
states healthy cundainns.
Promptly relscees th, worst
cough or r ',rd. and h.. prima-
&emit cuo-d cases
of cough. mold,, and diseases
of the throat sad lesa•
T.OUGHS COLDS
...FOR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
i
10 
Al
4•4*"' RADE.
1
4/04).91fa
‘-
FOR QUALITY
MARK
115 S lid St. Phones 351
5. Being upon,. the registry. tbs.
taa• ten liners lir- ii0Vrielarrou?''
viduai gets certain minor:Sties as to
the past and thensenefir of proaielc•ns
by which it can aim. rtain a, ;o feture
contracts whether these tki I or all
not be unreasonable restraint of trade.
As to future eorneinations or con-
tracts. the government Is rhea thirty
(lava which to disapprove any con
tract or agreement filed by a corpora-
tion or association registered uncle,
the are: and -if within thirty days the
government does pot disapprove the
contrast, the government cannot there
after attack it except through the
courts, and then only on the gronnd
ttiat it is in istireasesnable restraint of
trade. Contracts or agreements tail-
ing for new business combinations
must be filed. Contracts or agree
menus entered .nto-
course of business may tee feed or mr
at pleasure. Such contracts. If not
fi:ed. do not get the benefit of the
Ininesisitiers of tees- neer art, tint nn-
body is obliged to Ole such a contract
unless be wants to do so
6. As to the past, it a proposed-
that all pending actions may he pr•sse.
carted and defended to final effect. pre-
ciseiy as though the Sherman anti-
trust law had not been .amended: hot
that no new proceedings shall be be-
gun under the Sherman antatriat law
on account of any tontract, agreement
or combination made prior to the
passage of the amend:rig at t.
the same be in unreasonable it straint
of trade; and n•• yuit at all shas tie
begun by the United States as io regis-
tered eorporations or associatains un-
der the Sherman anti-trust law after
one year from the passage of th.
amending act.
7. In view of the doubt that has
been raised in the minds of man) as
to whether. the Sherman atiti-triV.t
act does not, make even a strike un-
lawful. a clause Is included •n the hill
dielinetly reserving for lebor all
righla ThMt ffisey have now, irrespective
of the Sherman anti-trust act. to (aim
bine and to strike and to make trade
agreements: and reserving for em-
players of labor the correlative rights
to combine and to discharge their ems•ployee.
R. The forering summary of the
bill lg. a laymin's summary, which
does not attempt to use the legal
terms with !Peal exactness. It is be-
lieved, howevet, that with this ex-
...planation of the 'scheme of the bil.
•-the- provisiona or the bill itself will be
more readily understood:
8STH LOW,
President of the Naterffet MI( Fed-
eration.
The Way et It.
"Pa te:I me how you first met
ma." requested Gunsen, Jr.-
clidu:t meet her. son," replied
Gummi. Sr. "She overtook me."--
March 1.,pplitrotrs.
FILES CURED IN • TO 14 BATS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching,Blied, Bleed-
ing Or Protriellng Piles lb II to 14
days or Money refloated. Flee.
If the man who calla you a liar Is
Pug ..nd I,rswn neat him .with silent
iconteMet...
' • s•,„A'
SCHOOL NOTES
Attendance in several of the public
schools is interfered with by, mumps.-
but In no instant* have the cases been!
serious. The Longfellow building has
suffered moot, but the pupils ate out
from only one room, and the studies
have not been InteruptZed. Ali of the
other buildings are feeling a lack of
attendance In proportion. Superinteud-
• nt J. A. Carnagry hopes to have most
of the pupils back in aschoo: in a few
weeks.
Basketball.
Yesterday-afternoon the Blum and
Yellows played a practice game at the
Sautes' in ninualum and the Blues
won by a score of 24 to 23. Ttie
Yelow team has a good reputation for
strength, and the Blues are happy
over their victory. The Reds and
Whites blayed a lively game yester-
day afternosin. and after a game oe
ball tossing the score was a tie. S to
R. Tonight at the gymnasium thu
regular championship series will be
contented and the Blues and Whites
and the Reds and Yellows will tie up
for games. The time of playing tht
games has been placed in the evening
owing to the requests or many people
who are losable to alleled the games
in the afternoon.
aleagageg have been received in the
city by friends of Prof. E. (nlaytes
formerly principal of Use High school.
from Italy. where he In spending his
spring vacation. Professor Pay ne
will be in Rome In a few days anti It.
about ten days wil! return to the toil
versity at Bonn to morose his studies
Remakes's Metric. Convention.
The Clinton Gazette sa ).14:
"The expected happened at •Pasin-
cab Wedneaday when thr Repuhlic.an-
of the First district met there to se-
lect district delegates-au the fiat onel
cersiseentis n, also a distric! chtto?1 14
committeeman to stoics if Min. W. '1
Maxie and nominate a (-mull late for
songless. It was aril understood in
advance --weeks in ad•anc, that the
is,, factions. cite headed to I" -h"
mid Sp-tight and ni.• oth• r Ir. Isetesse
ant! Hupp), were going to Trasro• a a.st-
f exterminat.on one alzatn.t
•:.• There weie contests in neart,
.%.1% oounty sn the distrIst at' th•
--The-hack is the - u. g of
woman's organism. It quickly calk
attention to trouble by aching. It
tells, with other symptoms, such as
Iservoiroiess, headache, pains In -the
loins, weight in the lower tart of
the hurls', that a woman's feminine
organieni needs ininiechateattention.
In suet eases the one sure temedy
which speedily retnovea the cause,
and restores the feminine organism
to a bealtliV, leirmal eondition is
LYDIA L PINKHAPA'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
Mrs. Will Young, of el Columbia
Ave., Rockland, Me., gays:
" I was troubled for a long time with
dreadful backaches and a pain in my
aide, and was miserable in every way.
I doctored until I was discouraged and
thought I would never get well. I read
what, T.yella E. Pinfiluoree Veil-table
Compound had dime for others and
decided to try It; after taking threebottlm I can truly say that I never felt
so well in my life."
Mrs..Suguistus Lyon,of East Earl,
Pa., writes to Mrs. Plnkluiln:
"I had very severe backaches'. and
pressing-down pain I eould not sleep,
and had no appetite. Lydia 14.. Piste -
ham's Vegetable Compound cured rueand made me feel like a new woman."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Ink-
m's Vegittable l'ompontul,fnade
from roots and herbs, has -liven the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has posit ively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
diaplatements, inflammation, ihrra-
tion, fibroid tumors, irregulark4ea,
periodic" pains.beekache, that hear-
ing-down feeling, flat olefie-y,imIea-
tlon,dizzlneas,oi' nervous prostration.,
FPOR SALE
Choice Michigan Brahma and Lan
shan, also mired eggs for setting
New Phone 769
SUNNY SIDE POULTRY FARM
1325 Legere Are term Place
Dr. Stampercoma 
NW* lift-. ht. 215
, lesSraselng Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty,
Family Doctor Prescribed
- At 80 years of age Mr. John Van Luvanee,
Molirte, Ili., was restored to health and vigor by
taking Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey as prescribed
by his doctor.
Mr. Van Luvanee says he feels as young as he
did 40 years ago, and is so delighted with the ben-
efits received from the use of Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey, that he recommend 4 it to old and young._
"1 am over 80 years of age and
hate had to work hard ever since
I was old enough to do anything. 1
was generally togged and healthy up
to about three years ago. then I
began to feel that. I was getting old.
I could nest go up or down stairs
without having to hold on to some-
thing. About a year ago 1 was out
riding on an open wagon, the
weather was chilly, I caught a bad
cold and fryer followed. I had to
send for a doctor. 1 got over the
fever, but I was still sick. r had no
appetite. 'I was weak and had no
flesh on my hones. The doctor told
me to get Duffy's Pure Malt Whil-
st. APIs • 41I LL'4.4/41ti, key, take it as directed. and I did ob.
I was soon better, my appetite returned and I felt as well as I did 40
years ago. I must say that Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has hems*
great benefit to me, and has prolonged my life. I feel as well and can
get around, I think, as smartly as the majority of toes' c;!r• at 45 years 91
age. I am very sure that it all came by using Duffy', Pure Malt Whis-
key and I advise every person, both old and young, este-dee the old,
who have not irry good health to take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey us
directed, and be temperate in all things. What I Five said of Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey is my personal experience; it is Ise using it that I
know it lira ood medicine and I cannot help s;leaking of ;be good it
has dune me."-JOHN VAN LUVANI-F, Moline, Ill., Nor. 5,-1f107.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
is an absolutely pure distillation of malted into: great owe toeing used to
have every kernel thoroughly malted, thus destroying the germ and pro-
ducing a predigested liquid food in the form of .a malt chicnee.
the most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to science; soft-
ened by warmth and moisture its palatability and frecdum Iran injurious
substances render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stossach.
If you wish to keep young, strong and vigorous and have on your
cheeks the glow of perfect health, take Dt:fly's Pure Malt W recji-
larb, according to directions. It tones and strengthcos thc heart action
mid purities the entire svstem. It is recogni?ed as. a f. treslieine.
CAUTION. When you ask year druggist. grocer or dealer tor Patty's Pure
Salt Whiskey be sure yen get the gensine. It's the Noir abvituttly pure mc4lelaal
mall whiskey and Is sold In scales/ honks only - serer in balk. Look tor the trade-
Mark, the "Old Chemist," on be Sahel, make sure the seal over the cork Is
unbroken and that *yr guaraMee Is on every battle. Price litalee Write P.. 4.
Curran, Consulting Physician, for a free 111mM:sled medical booklet and tree 11.1%
huffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, II. Y.
4.,11114 tot,%.:it..ms held NIond.• an•
rr•thma).117- r1.11:a: 
'lots
is:lufr_sertattaiter.
"The iSshea Speisht fat n stood
It.- ont'o o .les.• ill
t nd of tr . t.rate to letter wordy:
It says the 'in-' suraitat the 'tint.
- 1s d,stri•t th.ttrman. Mr 'Selma.
held the wtap-hand tlie situate's',
d soon .14 tho rol, as- to 411t1
/11: thy e..4 t; 11 Of a b nipoi'ary
.1,gu of the .on•rnitoli he ell•••••si
e list he Intended to do Il•• re .ox
...rase 014:4 41101 de!* 1st,. p'es-ed
1 a Wilt ti 1;1%4%. - •
reach's! ill the ro I Val. of 141151M be
if etsgalard that Itatitn 404491111,4 alt.94
fh it :41tegitt arose., tes make a spees h
In protest, the chairman perent peel v
iiac9Lobeai ItliP..101loalsi be wogld
listen lb him at the end of the r. s
• The pi t dine right ilsere •
• TO PREVENT THE GRIP
LAXATIVE IIRONIO QUININE re-
moves she tattoos To get tee genuine,
I all for full nillIke and amek for reuse
lure of E W. UROVE 24s.
Larth.ttlitt•
Oniy.Cosor **IIROMO that is
Lau 
gllPfelooriliwa. 25c
tive Bromo Quinine 
A 
Od n ".7
CitreS• Cold in r•• •• in paw/
$5 IN GOLD FREE
111
In order to *bow how our beautiful Postal -Cards
lend themselves to artistic decorations. we offer
$5.00 in Gold to the person who prepares and
piarrs on display at our store, the moat artistic ar-
rangement of Postal Cards on a screetioraste basket,
class design. wall shield or other decorative piece.
'Any number of cards may be need. See the sample
screen now on display. Contest closes May 141i.
D. E. WILSON
The Book, Music and Postal Card Man
> 
MINTABLIBBIM 1574.
.THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
Po1DUCANI, EIENTI'VET. 4,7 If.11.7hITIED STATES DIS:1-0141TORT.
Capital. Surplus. and' Vadivided Profits esen.nno no
Mute. bottlers itesponsildlIty   lid0,0110 on
Total Itespotts1Islity to liepositoeit  1110111.000 011
b. it, hIt 4.111,>1. Preekient. J08. J, FRIEDMAN. Vies Preaedent.
J. C. UTTER/1 Wk. cashier. C. IC RW11.11(11144 oN, Amt. tashealit.
INTalte.44T PAID ON TIME DEPOt4ITII.
DIRECT(P118.
A. E. AN8PACHER, S. B. litaillES, S. t. let/WI,Elt, J. I,. PRIM.
MAN, J. f.". cirrEnawa, DR J. (I. BROOKS, BRACK OWEN.
I W. F. Patton, R. Rudy,
l'resident. Ossalaer.
I'. Paryear,
A•vcistant (,ashier.
CII1ZENS' SAVINGS BANK
i 1 useerperate6.)
Tilled rind Broadway.
City Depository State Depository
Capital ................... : ... ....5100.0oo
Surplus   50,000
Stockholders Iinblhlty  100,0(5)
- -----
Total seenrity to depositors 111250,00o
Account. of indivkloals and Antis aolbited. We appreciate
small arc well as lariat. depositors mitt iwtsord to n11 the game censresours
treatment.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPCISITS
nPEN StTfltfl.tY NI(IIITS 1410S1 7 TO 8 0111•00R.
•• a
•
•
'1.e4.101t
ON TMC DOAFt0 WALK
e.
Me
NOTICE
Your spec* *Mention is
called to the elegant assort-
ment of new Spring and
Summer Goods I now have
for you to seleot from, and
now is the time to crtler
that
Easter Suit
My prices are right, style,
fit and workmanship the
best.
Remember we also do
Dry Cleaning.
H. M. DALTON
403 Broadway
PANS1F.S.
AI' '3 
The pansy or heartease is one of
the &lest and most popelar of gar-
den Powers Tbs. brilliaste and va-
riety of their colors make them most
useful as border plants. ,
The amateur May sow seed in the
spring, where the soil is moist and
not too warm, and he will get plants
that wik blossom In summer and
keep blooming noel fall The flowers
must be kept picked closely to insure
steady bloom's'.
If tari:er blossoms am o desired,
plants that have been carried through
the winter in cold frames should be
obtained from the florist. The plants
should be set out as soon as the
ground- is in condition for working
and the danger of frost Is past. The
only cultivation necessary Is stirring
the ground to keep if from baking
and keeping the bed ressonab:y free
from weeds.
The grower who wietres to have his
,-..-41411.11,41111.41,40A-4,11131Lig sox.
August or September and transplant
the seedlingieo pots to be kept in the
?loose or, better still, to cold frames
with good soil where they may refuse.
until winter when they should by wro-
te bid by glass and boards.
Get DeWItt's Csrboltsed Witch Hazel
Sallee—It is good for piles. Sold by
all Druggists.
Piss and Mao.
A pin must be pushed to make It
go -so must men.
A Wit needs polish to do its work
smoothly— so does man._
A pin to get out of a hole
have a pull--so mast a man.
When a pin sticks too long In CITIO
place it gets rusty—so does a man.
A pin with a big head la not much
good- neither Is a man with a big
head.
The head of a pin prevents It from
going too far—so do the heads of
some- men.
Inuit
A straight fen under Rressure wi:1
often become Crooked—so will a
straight man.
Most pins have considerable brass
In their composItlen—so de. most
men
Penally. there are white pins, black
pins. etrIzigbt pins, crooked pins, long
pine short pins, good piss. bad pins.
stroag plus, weak pins—and the world
full of thy RIM* kinds of men - -
Spare Momenta.
BOND ELECTION
t 1 \ 1 h I N. I 4.1CP.
Local Owe of Dieeseed Surface Now
NEXT NOVEMBER, """"'"1.—L—t1)14'Trtvall"t•, In gataering data for an address be-
fore the Pathological club, Dr. D. D.
Dennis, the skin specialist of Chicago.
be Held on General Elee- prepared". table of results on micro-Will seopical blood examinations of 468
flea Day sufferers from skin disease.
These tests Isere from the blood of
persons who had called at his office
within a period of two years Less
tithed iktest. Decides te Put Question
of Imaging MO.INNJ in Paducah
Cithiews.
444.mokumnina
RFSTRIC WALSTON IS SEATF11.
Citisens el Paducah will have a
4hance next November to put the
at h()01 board, out of debt for the new
buildings sad' decide whether school
to ktep or not. A vote on the ques-
tion et Laming 00,00 0 m school
honds will mune up at the November
lcction. The money from the bonds,
It they are 1111511841 will be used to pay
ott the debt.on the new school build-
item and for repairs that are Deeded
et *sortie of the other buildings. The
committee appointed, oonaMting of
rrustees Hundurant. 'Kelly and Hills,
for the purpose of conferring with the
eitY Officials to lied out what method
is to be used in issuing school bonds.
rtported that • special election could
not be called for that purpose, but
that it must be voted on at a regular
election and the next regular election
Is November. The report was re- 1
celved and concurred in by the board,
and the Aommittee was instructed to.
report at the next regular meeting ors
ti how the question was to be put be-
fore the
The qutetion about the schools re-
Neiving its 35 cents pro rata of back
taxes collected by the city, was
brought before the board and It was
rut in the hands of President J. K.
Bundurant and the finance committee.
Trustees clemi not, Hills and Karnes,
to r, port at the next regular meeting.
The law states that the wheels shall
reeeirre •-•ents on every $1.85 back
taxes collected, but the schools have
_been getting only about 5 cents, truie
tete estimate.
The new trustee front the Fourth '
ward. Welseole was received as
:4 member, having filed his certificate-
of election.
-
,than 10 per cent of all these cases
Ishowed anything at all the matter
With the blood, and in not a single in-
stance could the physicians present
trace the slightest connection betwren
the skin affection and the blood
humor.
This personal experience furnished
the Chleago physician with the basis
for a lerfillant exposition of his con-
"option that eczema, paoraisis, salt
,rheurneibarher's itch and other skin
diseases are first and last diseases; of
the skin and have nothing at all to do
with the blood. At the ((onclusion of
his 'miser, Dr Dennis was congratu-
lated en his demonstration by the
prominent medical men present.
, For several years Dr. Dennis has
'allowed a private company to naanie
facture and sell his celebrated com-
pound of thyme' giycerine and oil of
'wintergreen known as D. D. D. Pre-
scription, and 'it was particularly
gratifying to him that other first-class
,physiclans, free from prejudice and
jealousy, should recommend the D. D.
D. Prescription to all skin sufferers.
It is simply wonderful--the instant
relief—the complete taking away ol
the Itch the very moment this oil, of
wintergreen cqmpound Is applied to
the skin. We know, we vouch for itl
It. W. Walker & Co. Just try it. We
recommend D. D. D. Prescription es-
pecially when used with D. D. D. Soap
Call at our store and we will tell 011
more about this scientific cure.
- --- 
The members present at the meet-
ing of the school boards last night
were Trustees Bendurant, Kelly, Max-
well. •Waltiton. Clements, Byrd and
Murray.
The board adjourned till their next
regular meeting night., April 7.
DeWkt's Little Earley Risers, small,
safe, sure little liver pills. Sold by all
Druggists.
"Paradise- Lost" was sold by Mil-
ton for 250.
Child Labor Committee.
The fourth annual meeting of the
child labor committee will be held at
AtTania:Ceurgia, April 2, 3, 4 and 5.
The batiunal child labor committee
was organized tour years ago with the
objects of promoting the welfare of
society with respect to the, employe
meat of children in gainful occupa-
tions. Investigating and reporting the
facts concerning child labor, raiding
the standard of parental responsibil-
ity- and public opinion with regard to
the emplo”nent of children, and as-
lasting in protecting children *Vilna
premature or otherwise injurious em-
ployment by suitable legislation and
the enforcement of law. The active
members of the committee include
some of the meedistinguished pub'
heists, philanthropists and social ahd
religions workers throughout the na-
tion. The etate committees in &fills
(ion with t comprise the same sort
of people,amrt. the national commit-
tee. through 'co-operations with the
state committees, has succeeded in se-
curing the passage et child labor laws
or needed amendments to entities
isms in thirty states.
The program beg.ns with a recep-
tion to the members of the committee
and Its gueeks at the Piedmont hotel
Thursday evening, April 2. The morn-
ing and afternoon sessions will be held
at the Piedmont hotel auditorium an.]
Diet
VS.
Good Food Clears
the
- Complexion.
-
The be4 "Beauty Docitit" In the world is a good. pure food. Rich,
greasy or poorly cooked foods will ruin the finest eompleelon a woman was
grii blessed with, and all the cosmetics and treatments she may give it
will only cover up, not remove the blemishes.
'Pb. treatment must come from the inside, for the pores of the skin
,must have the proper food to be healthy.
A lady living in the west of London, highland, writes as follows:
"Grape-Nuts foot; has done me a world of good. Some years ago I fell
a victim to a serious Illness, which did great damage to my constitution.
I gave up ttope of ever recovering my natural, good health until last win•
ter, when tempted to try Grape-Nuts more from a liking for that kind of
food than front any hope of It doing me good.
"I found to ray surprise after trial of a week or two that I was getting
quite plump, my voice much stronger, and my complexion was becoming
beautifully clear. In fact. since eating Grape-Nuta my friends say I look
10 years younger. and I believe then% as Sly glass tells me it is true;.'
Name given by the Pretern Co.. Rattle Creek, Mich.
"There's a Reason" for
. Orape-Nuts
-
the eveuing sessions will be popular
meetings at the Grand Opera hal:.
The program is as folows. and the
readers of ths paper are cordially W-
elted to attend the exercises: -`•
Cienepraregl theme: "Child Labor and
Social 
Thersday Morning—Reports from
state committee a, Symposium, "What
is a Good Child Labor Law?" presid-
ing officer. General Secretary 0. R.
Lai' eke' : address, "Uniformity of
State Laws." Senator Algernon B.
Roberts, of Pennsylvania.
Friday Aftern000—"Child Labor
and Education," presiding officer. A.
J. lieKelwae: "Child - Labor and
Practical Education " 0. It, Lovejoy ;
"Compulsory II)ducation. the Solution
of Hie Child Labor Problem." Lewis
W. Parker, of South Carolina; "Sehol-
arships for •Working Children." Homi-
er Folks, New York City,
Friday Evening—Annual_ address
by Dr. Fela Adler. chairman of the
committee; "The Basis of the Anti-
Child Labor Movement in the Idea of
American Civilisation," "Child labor
In New Igegland." Everett W. Lord,
seeretiry for the New England states;
The Leadership of the Child," A. J.
McKelway, secretary for the southern
states; poem. "The Child and the
Mill," Don Marquis, editor of Uncle
Remus' Magazine.
Saturday Morning — Reports of
state and local committees; "Essen-
tials in Factory Insitection." a sym-
posium of factory irripectore of the
various states. Hon. John Morgan, or
Ohio; Miss Jean Gordon, of Louisi•
sioa; lion. Charles Daugherty, of
Oklahoma, and others.
Saturday Evening—Presiding offi-
cer, Dr. Felix Adler. General theme:
"The Child and the State.-- "rhe
Federal Iuvestlgatain of Child Labor."
Hon. Charles P. Neill. United States
commissioner of labor; "The Con-
sumer's Responsibility for Child tlea
bor," Mrs.' Florence Kelly; "Social
Cost of Accident, Ignorance toad Ex•
halation," Prof. Charles R. Hender-
son. of Chicago University; "The
Scope of- National and State Regula-
tion of Child Labor," Dr. S. M. Lind-
say, of Columbia University,
Sunday Afternoon—General theme:
"The Ethical and Religious Aspect*
of Child Labor. Presiding officer,
Chancellor Kirland, of .Vanderbilt
University." "The Employer's Re-
sponsibility for Child 4-obor." Hon.
W. A. CovIngtoo. of Georgia; "Child
Labor and Griminplity." Judge N. B.
Felten. of Alabama: "The Psychologe
of the Child," Rev. John W. Stagg,
D. D., of Birmingham. Ala; "The
People and the Protection of Chil-
dren," Hon. Hoke Smith, governor of
Georgia.
For further particulars address
A. J. WICEILWAY,
Secretary for the Southern States.
604 Century Esildlag, Atlanta, Ga.
She--"What is lb* proper formula
for a weddiag sitnounesutent?"
"He It knows-by thee* presentil."—
Balupook• ANAEMIA'.
els
Al CT SUN
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p4os THREE.
JUST A FEW WORDS TO  YOU  MERCHANTS
AS a business man, you are watching the trend of the times as closely as you can. Youdon't label yourself an optimist or a pessimist. You don't take sides. However,
you are keenly studying every phase of the present conditions, ready to grasp the horn
that promises returns. •
These are golden days for the quick witted man, for he realizes that now is
time to gain a lead over his competitors that will take years for his rivals to overtake.
You must do three things right, then success is yours--BUY RIGHT, WATCH
YOUR EXPENSES and ADVERTISE RIGHT. This-article-concerns the latter, as it
is the one essential to Success on which we feel authorized to speak.
It is just as necessary for you to know how to advertise as it is how to buy your
goods, and the quicker you learn it the better.
•
Anvertising doesn't take the place of business talent or management. It simply
tells where the business IS and HOW it is managed. The snob whose father CREATED
and who is contait to live on what was HANDED to him can't compete with the man
who knows he must BUILD FOR HIMSELF.
Advertising is for the worker, not the shirker; for the man of brains and tenacity,
not the lazy incompetents: the man of courage, not the coward.
One ad. or one season of advt-rtising won't make your store any more than one
blow of the hammer drives the nail. Every day in the advertising game is ANOTHER
day and has to be taken care of, with the same energy as YESTERDAY. You might
just as well place your sign over your door for one day, and then take it down, as to try
to do business on one ad:a season, or a month or a week.
This is the day when the BEST man wins, after he PROVES that he is the best--
when the best goods win when they have demonstrated they are the best.
Study this business force--Advertising--Mr. Merchant. It is the medium through
which you can carry the conviction that your store is the leader, that your goods are the
best and will test your caliber as a man. It's a great force, and a grand game. The
more you play it, the bigger are your returns, the greater your grasp on all essential
things, and the more cheerful your view of life generally.
The Sun's advertising department staVids ready at all times to auist you with ad h ice
and the best illustrated service in the country, and is always at your command.
•
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monarchy is but a reflect-toe of ths
etothicter of the sovereign, a republic
is but the reflection of the average
character of its people. This gotern-
meet is just exactly as good as the.
average struck between the tharactersi
of the worst citilens and the best 
zens. Now where in that personal
liberty?
In a republic every selfish action,
every immoral scheme of a citizen.
That Is detrimental to the public
welfare, is traitorous by natur
and a willful breach of sacred trust.
We in Ameriea are born to the
penile as certainly as is the heir ap-
parent of any European monarchy.
It is -this Incompatibility of sover-
eign citizenship with our assumption
4: personal - liberty that has caused
all the diecord of popular govern-
ment. It is our failure to 4ecognize
the full measure of citizenship that
has brought upon us the dangers of
socialism and threats of anarchy.
Sovereign citizenship is a ste.p, • a
long step in advance of socialism.
True citizenship recognises the under.
leing principle of communism. Ev-
erything belongs to the community,
nothing to the individual-wait-
This does not inrply that those who
hate wealth must divest themselves
of it, dump it in a pile, and redis-
tribute It equally among the masses.
3874 That is not communism any more
3870 than is the act of feeding the pigs.
3880 Such a procedure would produce a
3888 double evil; it would relieve the rich
3898 of the responsibility of adraintatering
3947 their proportion of the public estate.
391'4 and gratify the selfish lust of covetous
3911 rag tags, whose idea of communism
3936 rises DO higher than greed for some-
3924 tring they have not, worked for.
3938 Real communism means that not
3947 only the wealth; but the, tale-nt. the
1
96.863 stitmreert,rtheotskevillt: thrymeemthbeonrgoh d
of the 
tahneeothrac.
• •3875 munity belongs to the common -fund.
• •3859 No sovereign citizen has a right to
38 spend his Money. or his time, toJezer-
Persohlly ilppeared before me, this else a right, to develop a talent or
March 2, 19.08, ft. D. MacMIllen, think a thought that is not for the
business manager of The Sun, who,good of the community, and the
affirms that the above statement of greater his wealth, or talent, or
ths circulation of The Sun for the strength, the greater Isis resPonsibli-
month of February, 1908, is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
10th, 1912.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
Daily Thought.
"Keep the worlf of worry from your
door and the rest will take care of
themselves.-
_ Certainly. It ls _proper' to say Evince
de Sagan came to America to "press
his suit:" his "goose" is over here.
Will they drop Fairbanks in Kea-
tucks and take up some one else!
TAFT'S GREAT WFREINGTH.
The results in the several states
that have selected some or all of the
delegates to the Republican national
convention, indicate an easy victory
for Secretary Tart, says the Toiedo,
(Ohio) Blade.
Up to the present time delegates
have been named in whole or in part
from sixteen states, a total of 184.
Of these 132 are instructed for Taft,
28 for Fairbanks, four for Cannon;
two for Hughes and 18 uninstructed.
There are no contests as to 114 of
the Taft delegates, while the friends
of the secretary are contesting ten
of the uninstructed delegates, so it
.111117 be fairly claimed that the esti-
mate of 132 represents the secretary's
strength among the delegates so far
selected.
The manner in which this vote is
divided shows that the demand for
Ms Taft is not confined to'-iiny Sec-
tion.
In the face of Mr. Taft's popular-
ity, favorite eons are finding it tio
easy matte(' to hold their states
There is a very strong movement in
loSlasonsin to break La Follette's
slate in several districts, and man)
Illinois Republicans are chafing to
upset the Cannon program by espous-
ing the came of Taft. But the sec-
retary is not disposed to change his
views as expressed weed some of
tea New York friends asked for pet.-
mission to contest Governor Hughes'
territory. He is looking further
ahead than the June conveution. Ise
regards it as bad pollees to invade
the states of those who are avowed
eandklates and he will listen to no
exception. Under those circum-
stances the favorite eon rule will
d'oubtless prevail, but that won't -pre-
vent Mr. Taft being a very strong
*mooed choice in most of there states.
Thus he will go into the onventiow
not only as leader on the first ballot
by a very large margin, but probable
with more second choice delegatss
among those who may vote for other
candidates, than kny of his opponents.
As politics go there is but one con-
clusion to draw. Mr Taft will be so
strong that no sort of etnahlieflon
can hope to • take the nomination
-away from -
SOVEREIGN CITIZENSHIP.
How much does an Individual owe
to society?
Without hesitation a Man will an-
swer a citizen in a free country owes
mono to society, than does a citizen
of an absolute monarchy, and the,
the same man wilt drift off Into a dim-
ension of personal liberty.
That expreasion, personal liberty
has done more to hamper the progres,
of this nation, than any other on
thing.
We speak of eoverelen citizens with
self-conscious !veld* and declare Mir
free country, indifferent to the fact
that the term sovereignty implies ar
Obligation, rather than freedom iron-
rostralat. A sorreroigsa has no per
ensalIllirertr His amnia conduct mime
Private *Rates are Ilasslelaall solely b
their offer( on the Mate An sh.oitir
ity.
Sovereignty implies Inclopendence.
Personal liberty implies dependence
Children have the greatest -personal
liberty and the least independence.
A sovereign, who is not independent
who is dependent-can not be a
sovereign in fact To, enjoy inde-
pendence of thought and action, to
learn what is best for his country and
hew best to accomplish it, a sovereign
Inuit forego his personal.libeotoo. A
sovereign, who regards his persona.l
liberty above his obligation of sover-
eignty,' must become dependent on
others for his conduct of govern-
ment. The extent of our sovereignty
depends upon the degree of our fade-
petdence and our willingness to fore-
go personal liberty.
That may' not conform to some of
our inherited theories of demooracy,
but it Is truth. This country was
founded by urea who sought Inde-
pendence of thought, not by men
seeking liberty front restraint. Lib-
city was the foundation of ths
French republic, where people work
seven days in a week. Our country
was established by the strictest sects
the world has ever known.
It is high time we were assuming
OW true relationship to our govern-
ment.
o, ma. BRYAN.
Bryan says:
"What are the evils to be correct
cd? The greatest of all We evils--
and It is the fruitful force of almost
all the other evils-is the romination
of politics of the favor-seeking coo
morations. By dominating politics
they dominate the government. na-
tional 'and' state.
"Roosevelt's trouble has been that
his platform promised nothing, anti
with all his great energy he has not
been able to secure any substantial re-
form. The -Democrats hale the ad-
vantage also in that they make a dis-
tinction between the natural MID 1111.1
the fictitious persons .alied a corpora-
tion.
"They recognize that man was
placed on earth to carry out a Divino.
decree', while the corporation was cre-
ated to make money, and this differ-
ence in- the purposes of creation
necessitates a difference in the treat-
ment of the two."
Qh, Mr. Bryan! And your parts
was expecting the support of just
those very favor-seeking corporate:Ms.
'TIME TO SPEND MONEY.
"The only noticeable result of the
military policy of Governor Willeon
and Oeneral Johnson, nays a Demo-
ciatic paper, "has been teh expense
that has oiled up against the state
treasury. For the two months from
January 7. 11008, to March 9, 1948,
the military department certified
-claims against the active military fund
limonettng to $7,829.68s and...there
no telling bow much more Is being
held up in the department. This was
al much or more than was spent Iti
the four years of the last Democratic
administration, although the adminis-
tration had to handle the Jackson
trials and Barbourville trials and the
Rusesalville trials. This settee militia
fund is separate from the military ap-
propriation."
No ono will &cense the Democratic
administration of spending any money
la the enforcement of the law; al-
though troops were sent to Jackson t(
.ntimidate the enemies of Jim Hargis
idling the Cox and Marcum murdro
'Mats,"
Joe Cannon, grouchily --errarks tiro
the tariff should be revlsce) "not be-
come, any man orders it, but berriese
the people demand it." Geod rot
one* Joe. He will declare for Tat.
for president before the convention
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CHAPTER VIII.
COINCIDENCE Rot me aboard
the Laughing Lase I'll tell
you hew it was. One evening
late I was just comitur out of a
dark alley oa the Barbary Coast. San
Francisco. You know--the water front.
where you can hear more tougues than
at Port Suet, wee stranger eights and
eleet adventure with the joyous cer-
tainty of mediaeval entre. I'd been
down there hunting up n Mall reported
by a, wharf rat of my nequaintance to
have just returned front a two years'
whnilint voyage He'd been "Khans-
baled" aboard, and us a twitter of fact
n-as Worth nearly a tullnou dollars.
Landed lu the' city without a cent.
conld get nobody to loeileve hen nor
trust, him too the extent of a telegram
east. Wharf rut I:embed at his yens
but I believe it was true. Good copy
anyway-
Just at the turn of the alley I nearly
bumped luto two oleo. 4 HI the Bar-
bary Comet yott don't pass men In nar-
row pleeea poll you have reconnelter-
ed a little., I pulled up. thanking for-
tune that they had not seen me. The
first wenn& %fere uttered In a voice 1
' knew well. . •
Yonese ail benrol Of Dr. Karl AngiTs--
tus Seherinisitont. Ile did eome 1114
things' and H
We 
r In mind still eger.I.
I'd met e time before In con-
no eon wit a telepathy mind wire-.
leSS waves theory. It was piettireYque
stuff for my seirpose. _but wasn't 1:i
It with what the old fellow had really
dom. Ile showed ine - well. the
doesn't matter. The point is. that
zowd, staid, self centered, or Whet
senoleontered. Dr. ScherfTerhoro Iva
standing at eleinieht in a dark alley
on the Barbary Cease in Sim Isrmielowe
talking to an individual) whose facial
outline et least wept not ornamental. -
My curiosity or profeeslonal Instiact.
whichever you .please. was nil aroused.
I flat/Sued, myself agolmit the wall,
The first remark I lose The reply
came to we in a *brill taleetto. So
igtoteagua.. wart-Allo laffactrat.this_
 hood
"I hal GA Iota you might rent her,"
mufti the doctor.
from a bulk so squat and broad and
hairy as the silhouette before me that
I almost laughed aloud.
"I guess you've made no mistake on
that. I'm her master and her owner
too."
"Well, I bef been told you might
rent her," said the doctor.
"Rent her!" mimicked the falsetto.
"Well, that-yes, l'il rent her!" he
laughed again.
"Doch recht.'"The doctor was plain-
ly-at the end of his practical resources.
After walling a moment for some-
thing more definite, the falsetto in-
quired rather dryly:
"How long? What to? What for?
Who are you anyway?'
"I am Dr. Scherinerhorn." thillatter
answered.
"Seen pleees about you hi the pa-
pets.",
"How many men bar you in the
crew?"
"Me and the mate and the cook and
four hands."
"And you could go-soon?"
"Soon as you witnt-if I go."
"I wish to leaf tomorrow."
"If I can get "the crew together I
might make it. But say, iet's not bang
out here in this run of darkness. Come
toile ffte- g-r-ort shop yonder,- where
WC: can sit down."
To my relief. for my curioalle
fully aroused - Pr. Schermerhorn's
movements are usually productive--
this proposal wns vetoed.
"No, nn" cried the doetor, with
some baste, "this ins well! Somebody
might oferheer."
The huge figure stirred into an atti-
tude of close attention. After n pause
the falsetto asked deliberately:
"Where we goin'?"
"I brefer not to say."
"H'm! flow long a cruiser
"I want to rent your schooner and
your crew as long as I please to re-
mato."
"Il'eul How long's that likely to
her
"Maybe a few months; maybe-enrol.-
al years."
'"Ermi Unknown in"; nnknowfl
ends& See bens anything crooked in
mtg.?'
•
"No, no! Not at all! It las simply
business of my own."
"Not that I care." commented the
other easily, "only risks Is worth pay-
ing for."
"There shall pot be risk."
"Pearls likely?" hazarded the other,
without mute& heed to the assurance.1
"Them Jap gunboats itt getting pretty
hard to dodge of late years. However,
I've dodged 'ern before." '
"Now as to pay - bow mooch ins
your boat worth?"
I could almost follow the man's
thoughts as be pondered how much
he dared ask.
"Welt you see, for a proposition like
that-don't know where we're going.
when we're going to get back, and
them gunbnets-how would a hundred
and twenty-live a month -strike your •
"Double it up. I want you to do ass
eay, and I will also give your crew
double wages. Bud I want moot tueu
who will stay and who will keep the
mouth shut."
"Gosh all fishhooks! They'd go to
hell with you for titer."
"Now you can get-all you want of
Adams & Marsh. Tell them it lea for
me. Brae-1)11MM for three years any-
how. Be ready to all tomorrow."
"Tide turns at 8 In the evening."
"I will send some effects lu the worn-
The master hesitated.
"That's all right, doctor, hut how do
I know It's all right? Maybe by morn-
ing you'll change your mind."
"That cannot be. My plans are all"-
"It's the usual thing to pay some-
thing"-
"Ach, but yes. I hat forgot. Isar-
row told me. I will make you a check.
Let us go to the table of whkh you
spoke."
They moved away. _still talking I
did not dare follow them into the light.
for I feared that the doctor would
recognise we, I'd have given ray eye
h, though, to bare gathered the,
luinie of the schooner or that of her
master. As it woo.' ligligote011Ogoll,es-
tstere-tisid i7tirreieel from the tur-
ner saloon. They paused outside, still
talking earneetly. I ventured a hasty
interview with the bit rkeeper.
"Did von notice the two men who
were mining - at the middle table?" I
asked him.
• "Sure!" said he, shoeing tne any glass
of beer.
"Know them?" I Inquired.
I "Never laid eyes on fem before. OldChap looked like a sort of eons doctor
or corner spellbinder. Other was prole
sbly one of thecae longehore. abalone
men."
"Thanks." I muttered and dodged
out again, leaving the Over untotwhed.
I cursed myself for a blunderer.
Wheu I pit to thk_ street the to.u_zt • I
had disappeared.. I shooki liftVe shad-
owed the captain to his vessel.
The affair hiterested we greatly.
Apparently lir. Sebermerhorn was
about to go on a long voyage. I prided
myself on being fairly to date in
regard to the plans of theme who he
tereeted the pulpit,. and the public at
that time was vastly Interested in Dr.
Rehermerborn. I. In common with the
rent of the werld, had ithagined hhu
anchored safely in Philadelphia. Itn-
mewed-In chenitcal research. Here he
bobbed up at the other end of the on.
tineut: making Mindy lorgrees with
obscure shipping eaptaing mid paying
• big p mmrelii for absolute secrecy.
It looked Womb
Accordingly I was out early the next
mooting. had. not- much to go by,
omSch ners are as plentiful as tadpoles
In San Francisco harbor. However.
I ewe Pun. coeld easily recognize
that falsetto, voice. and 1 knew where
the supplies leer. to he purehaesel.
Adams & Marieh tire large firm and
-cautious. I ktww better than too make
direct Inquiries or to appear the
maker/torn. Out by hanging around th..
door of the shipping room dI moon ha
track of the large orders too lie sent
that day. In this ntatiner I haol no
at dttneulty in fellowIng a Thick I''
10-nor to hientife comobrimo,111
to Captain Ezra setover itS prObObly
that of which I was-In overdo
'The mate was In charge' of the stow-
age, no I could not Is. qutte sure. Here.
however, Was 11 n hooner-of about.
130 tons fount/es I hooked her ever.
You're all acquotinted with the
Laughing L tiass ed ecthe perftTcet,P
her lines. Yeti haie not ineetti tier
under captain Ezra Se-lover. 8tw was
the cleanest ship I ever saw. lionl
know how he seeontplished it, with a
crew of fem. end the cook. hut he
The (leek !nuked as though It bad
been hoVatosool every monitor. -hyii
crew of jnekle em. Th stays were whip.
pol and tarred. the meet new shushed
snot every foot of miming g#111. roiled
down shipshaPe and Bristol fashion.
There was a geed dent of brass about
her. It shone like gold, and I don't
believe she owned an inch of paint
that wasn't either fresh or new scrub-
bed.
I traaad for sum.'at this marvel.
It's (Mental enough auywheres hut
Omani a California, hooteer it la little
abort of niireculoutt. The crew had all
turned up apparently. road a !swarm
of stevedores were hustling every 'wort
of provisions, supplies, stock, spare
Hue* nut! coaxal down into the bold.
It wax a rush job, and that mate was
baying his hands full. I didn't wonder
at him language Jour at Irta looks, both
of which were somewhat memo! up
Then almost at my *Wow I heard that
shrill falsetto *quail arid turned hist
Ito time to owe the captain the
latter gangplank.
TYSON SAYS SIX MONTHS.
I The medical term for "kidney trou-
ble" is Nepte ills. Medical marks
agree that it la curable during, the
acute or first stage and that It is in
curable in lime second or chronic stag:
When is the line croesei? One or
the latest authorities, James Tyson,
M. D., Professor of Medicine in the
University of Pennssivania, says In
his late work, page 121, that the
changes have been observed as early
as the tenth week aud ate probate;
established in all eases by TIM
SIXTH MONTH.
t The name Nephritis means inflam-
mation of the kidneys and the books
It nothing f I hie •av ng or t ye have
been helpless (the deathe have grows
to 170 daily I, and Prof. Tyion plaint.
rays: Page 156 as to curative meas-
ures to restore the kidney to its nor-
mal condition. "I BELIEVE THERE
ARE NONE.".
The-inevitable logic of, that attune-
lion is that as Fulton's Renal COM
pound is the only thing known that
reduces inflammation of the kidnivs
after It has become chronic, it is the
only thing in the world that peopis
can look to for recovery who have
had kidney trouble longer than eh
months.
C.'stote-In fact. it is the only thing
that acts directly on kidney Inffam-
tnation at any stage. first or last. But
It naturally reduces it more quickly
before than after it becomes chronic s
Literature mailed free.
JOHN J. FU'LTON CO..
Oakland. co:
W. B. McPherson Ia our sole I,
agent. Ask for ill-Monthly- Bullet
of late recoveries.
lie Waft probably the tnost dishes el.sl
and untidy man I everoleold iny eye,
on. Ills hair nail Istard were.liot olds
hong, but tangled aml solo
grew toe far toward each other as hare
ly to exissse a strip of elites Woe II
skin Ills 'Waddlers were Is.wed awl
enormous, Ills anted honor like a tool'
la's, palms turned slightly oieward:
Du his bead nits jammed a linett-Isnit
leg hat flue had wire been white
away from hie heirs clie8t we.
it faded diugy elvev.keti coition shirt
that hail once 1.84.11 IrroWli allt1 *title
Ills ...Moe trousers were spor1.s1 awl
splashed with dusty routine. Ile a le
chewing toloaeco. A figure more lu
(leeriest to the exquisitely malt yeese•I
It would be hard too Imagine.
The cultotAbi teed the gangplank
talth" iat.t..aar•-4.;* that elisproved nay
- first susekloin of hit. 1181%111g 'wen 1M
is-,Irunke.../To-O4Illootioalissroisson-11.& "two
islative eye en the stevedortes treeloing
across) the waist of the *hip and as
(-ended to' the quarter deck., where the
matte stood leaning over the ritil and
uttering directed enrolee from between
sweat beaded Him There the 1.Ie man
reamed aimlessly on what 114.eltleal to
be a . tour 61 casual inapeetion. Once
he stopped to breathe ore the twins
loinusele and to rub it bright with the
dirtiest red bandaupa bandlerehlef I
ever want to see.
Illn actlous amused me. The alls-
erepancy between his rworonal beide'
send his partleniarity in the wetter oof
his mnrretandingto Was eX.aets111.811. in-
terpreting. I have - often /enticed that
sulth discrepancies sweet to IMIleote ex-
pthwal ehltr.o.O.re 
hum his whole frame stiffened. The
long gorilla arms contracted, the hairy
head week forward In the teemenewe
of a serpent ready to strike. Ile ut.
I tereel a shrill falsetto ehriek that
;brought to a standstill every stevedore
00 the Jul-rand sprang fnrwarot to Petite
his mute by the mhouloter.
Evideutly the ernom hurt. I can be-
, Here it might from) those huge hatiche
The matt wrenched himself about with
an oatitof triquiry and pain. 1„could
jhear elite stele. of what followed. 'I lie
;captain's high pitched teases carriesi
but the grumble and. prowl es'
the mate were Indlottinguisshatille et that
distance.
I "Ilow ON is it to the side of theship, yeti hound?" skieked the rap
tili mble-surprised-for an answer.
(To be coatliersed is seat lassie.)
TOD DON'T 11.4'11C TO WAIT
Wary eme maim me lotthillter. Lax Co
keeps year wbele 1•810.8 oget1184it ea the
motimm.baelt Man 
marywor.. 
la rest.
IN SEARCH OF t1.4THINtr‘l.
•
l'odaurged by Mem Trip to llos-
duah ( lie-tarn.
T Mane net Miss S. .4. Per-
kins wootfr mart Sunda.* evening In
the jeattuat churc just before Elder
Petilte opened - servk.es. The:e were
NY a few People in the house and
some of them did not know what wets
going on until .the last word making
thent man and wife had been said by
the pastor. They walked qu.etly in
the church and down the aisle to
where stood Elder Peale.
They made known their wants and
the modal knot was tied.
This couple secured license In May-
-fired -Saturday aftellibtin and it Was
their Intention to get married In Pa-
ducah Ilunday. They went to that
city and arrangements were soon com-
pleted for the ceremony. To their
astonishment when the license was
notleel It read -"S.. T. Mansfield to S.
A. Curtainger." The mistake had
been made by either the prospective
gloom, or clerk in sepplying the word
"forrtstager" Instead of Perkins. It
may be, and seems plausible, that
Mr. Mansfield became so excited at
the crucial moment that he forgot big
intended bride's name when he 1W-
plied for the legal papers. At any
rate they are married now, and have.
the neat wishes of their Mends and
the Messenger for a .1ife of peace,
prosperity and happinem.-Mayfield
Messenger.
 ,
When you see a crowd of people
running madly in arsy directiaa turn
stud go the other way,
George Made Good.
How lie Became a Rich Merchant Through Wise Advertising.
(A Cantering Rhyme In Nine Cantos.)
CANTO IX.
At last George M. was a merchant Mel,
As he'd said he was bound to be.
"Fer which." the Poloemaa says. "ter which
He's indebted some to me,
Per I made him quit his sidewalk careis.
And keep DISPLAYS coaltaed to the papers."
But GEORGE MADE GOOD because hc wok Viler
Than roost of his kin.3 as an ADVERTISE".
(The end)
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Ter ilw Stun for Job Work,
Yoluot Men and Women for positions of trust,
where intelligent service will be appreciated and
paid for-
F.xpertenced Men and Women for positions re-
(wiring abilItY and tact- -..
People of All Ages, of all talents, of divers
ablates, for imitable lines of employment-
need Things-such as Pianos, Organs, Every
S in of Musical Instrutnent, Writing Macau/sea,
Cash Registers, Store and Office Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, Books, Engravings, Post-Cards,
Stamp Collecti00%„ Rugs, Carpets, Furniture of
every kind
_Horace and Carriages, trucks, business wagons,
bicycles, guns, cameras, fishing
Real Estate -lots, plots, acre., leaseholds, equi-
ties, lonnen, late, apartmenta, stores----
Instruction In painting, singing, the violin and
piano, abort-hand, accounting, Correspondence,
language, dancing.-
Places to Live-liousert, apartments, furnished
rooms, boarding places where life IS interesting.
These are some of the thousands
of people and things that ore
"wanted" in this city just now,
and if you can filt any of these
• "wants"
INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
•
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IDEAL MEAT MARKET
Pan. 742. 512 Broadway
WEDNESDA Y'S SPE'CIAL.S
Tomatoes, per dos  30C
Lettuee, head 5C
Beets, per beach_ 5C
Celery, per stalk. _10C
Cranberries, per  22C
Apples, per peek 40C
Bell Sweet Peppers,
per do/ _ 30C
Horse Radish root. 3. .25C
Radish, large bunch, 't 10C
Egg Mt 25C
Onieot ir 85C
3 lb. Can Tomatoes 10C
2 lb. Can Tomatoes_ 50
16 lb.. Sugar, granu-
lated - $1.00
10 different kinds of cheese.
'Justly it Palmer Dinner Bis-
cuits, per lb-L. 35C
Grape Fruit.- 75c
(hype Fruit..:- $1.00
tirgpe $ 1.20
Gripe $1.50
Kunquats, per qt._ 35C
Our Fish Will Arrive Thursday for Friday
very beautijul work Of art. It le l'''''"."•""e's•eweseeseseseteseseeseseeeeenee
I IN SOCIAL CIRCLES 3 feel by 3 feet lo incite- TI e chap
vs......••••••••11,•WWW.......••••••••1111NOW•MON.•••
%Wince Musical Climb to Present -old
l'avoriles." _
The Metenee Musical club will have
its regular fortnightly meeting tomon
row after ...... te at the Woman's§ club
house. The Integrant is an especially
attractive one and will feature "Old
Favorites." All lovers of the "Last
Hee- of Summer," "Long, Long Ago."
-the- "Blue Danube Waltzes," "The
Low-back Car." "Auld Lang Sync"
1
 and other old-eme songs and sire
wel flud it a doeightful afternoon.
airs. Beisettu Rivers and Miss Aline
tingle)/ ale the leaders, and the pro-
gram includes money. of the best local
talent with eeente, violin and piano
accorupanirne-tes.
1 THE LOCAL NEWS ,,,,i tipectollogn:v.trihe_a the18114u.ilitekrreinotfhi  ia ciiil littd;rt
. . room of the 'Fratcrnit) building lo
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phoae 116.
- Forma for real 'State agents for
tale at this office.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
city for a few months, and I have ac-
quired an interest in his besineas and
Shall look after le for him. AA,' In-
formation with reference to any
branch of it will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
offiee. Both peones 351I. I. J. Pax-
ton.
-Dr. Warner. veterinarian. Treat-
ment of Ilieweettc animals. Bete
phones 131.
-We can give you the finest car
dares in the city for wedding, bal
stoUtheater cal's. Our prices are low
er than those charged for like service
In any cit) in America. Our service
Is second to none, and the best ha this
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
-Carriage work of all kinds
Palatine, repairing, rubber tires. etc
tiering %stens made to order. We
Ire offering ateelal inducements for
ear"). orders. !Petrie_ Sign Works,
Phone 4-01,
- For house numbers, door plates
braes stenels, brass and alumo!.um
A:Jeer-1e .cal
markers See The Diamond Starer
works.'115 Serteh Third. -Phone 35s
- If want IL nice lawn Bow
_Romeo: 's .awn trees seed. F:ower
se..4 that grow. , Brunson's Flower
hte p, 529 B.ioadaaei
-City auesieritsers•to the Dalli
. gun, who wish the debvery of thee
PaPers stopped must notay ou• col
lectors or make.the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention eel
be tad to such orders when given
to carriers. Ssin Publiehing Co.
' - W. I' Perry, palreer and deee
rater. • • ?treat-es futnish• el. prices rea-
bun:dile. Old phone 1554. Shop And
r..,t1.11.-•••si.:$; (lark
• ameres. camerae, raMeifla. and
1 e.lak of a-1 Atli& at it D.
elements & Co
For wall paper of all kinds
from the elheapest to Ike hos!. Nee
lie"r & Umbeiigh. 321 Kentuck)
avenue then pherree
:I m. tubers of Math's'. r
No ."9 Sr.- litly re4111.-teil
be 1.1e$ent .at• trueet:na le-inhere%
ate-esteem a, o'clock at the K of
John Kit.-r. an cnitee$,- of the
W obini liesee$ miils. his left
!. le this mottling about 111 it.$:tttA
It.- aas a areund some shaft-
ee; i ty th.. mill al.,' liecaine enlangleu
it•.• reachlrier) and In jerking aws$
I ere th.• nisehluer$ he tel. and broke
1.*F Weal ..wart wee_ calle,4 to
att..t:d t I.- Uit r•.(1 man ad he was
r• time. d to his eome at Eighth ant
lorcs rtreet.
Th. Kn'Hitg Templar of Palle-
t ..1: WI' have Mt* impend inopeetion
tonight, eotiditirt4 by MY. cibathl.
RALF PRICE SALE
Whiting's
Society
Stationery
For ose week only, we re
gojtig to have a big weird
sale of the fumous Whiting's
SOCiety Stat'onery, in order
to reduce our large stock.
We have the complete line of
box papers. selling ordinarily
tram '2.5e to $3 (X) a box, hut
during this sale the prices
will be only
15c to $1.50
A Box
fiilbert's Drug Store
ddi sad Broadway
igloo, Yugo whoa
of VerealLit • Ky. After the
the ladles of the Eastern Star.
- --The McCracken County Medical
eyelety will meet atilt Dr. Vernon
lil$Ilee. this evening. Dr. Blythe will
✓ead a paper on" Seeondary Anemia
and Chlorosis, or Pernkleus Anemia."
There w• re show eiria a plenty
et the Union motion this reernir.g, twit
••••tursaniee being oe .the elatfcem
waiting for outgoing trains, eThe Red
Mill" compare), which played at the
Kentucky last night, amyl the -Mayor
Laughlavd" rompany, %leek came
!n front Mayfield.- • n route to Cairo.
Mr. J. II Quinnian. of Chicago.
:lent baritone singer, who haa teen
eigag• di by elk Farrell te• sing at
he Kozy th. Ater the ws e, prones-
"e (elite a featurc for th•• patrons of
his "wee:kr theater. Mr. teullinlan
"eel be- at the Kozv theater and sing at
elite and every performance this week
July. The, boy Wonder is as popular
ei • ter 'with his songs, and the, Wet-
aies at the Keay have never Ire n
..tiitals.d in thls city. Every picture
a feature in es-cry 84.11sie of the
eyed. .
E. Eagan was arrested this
rfrernoon on a *arrant charging him
oeth brearh of erdinance. It is a•-
leged that Eagan has conducted a
anb1ffire^Wetlieltftelf1011tritr-PITT t-
ense. The city license is $5100.
Roby it Hale. (leered. was arrest-
ed extol-on a charge of grand larceny,
teat on hts examining trial he wee dis-
missed. A restored woman swore out
a war :ant for Hale, charging him with
•obeine her of $7o. but he proved to
tie the wrung man.
WILL NOT REVEll. t•FASIET.
churl' Purple/rine soet.ey to Enter.
Insetarions have ii. it. issued by the
Furnishing sockey if the First Chris-
tian church to a birthday party in the
parlors of the Church Thursday,
March 26. With each invitation is a
tiny silken bag into which eta( h geest
is supposed to drop a mein) to repre-
sent the mile-posts he has passed on
life's journey. The ladies premise-
not to betray the secrets contained in
the little begs and to atone in a meas-
ure for this rather impoHte curiosit$
regarding your age they will endeavoi
to make the evening one of delight
and pleasure. A reception committee
will welcome ou. A musical corn
metre will fill your souls 'with hare
nrone• A refreshine-tit 1'0111111litre a ill
serve sou with. daintiee... Weigh it In
the balance- of justice. Is this wet
sufficient toll for the secret?
"The Women Did II." Says Man.
The following retitle- from the liar_
rodsburg Democrat will be of appre
elated interest to all Kenturk$ feder-
ated club women:
"The ,legielatures has done good
work for the cause of better edecation
in Kentucky. The liberal appropria-
tions for The State Universe). and the
two normal schools Were fittingly fol-
lowed by the passage of the bill doing
away with the old. fossilized country
seheel trustee system. The future
looks brighter. And much of It is
due to that noble band of women
who -have given so much and labored
so y.arnestly to awaken people to the
•-tlierational needs of our common-
is ert etir'
London Rank Held% Formula for the
Manufacture of litiamemi,
Lenden. March 24 --The bank in
ltv which holds the envelope al-
reed to contain Harry IA. Metre-hi-se-
tee formula fue mantafarture of die-
:numb has refuetel to give up the dbc-
ement Le Moine is under arre•st in
paris dime, with obtaining moue)
:leder false pre!. noes from sir Juno,
W• r, of th-' Dell rs Mining coni-
ean$ th.. a$sereon that he could
mak. diamond:-
Fe/tow :nit this refusal- repreeenta-
.e.e-s of the. French government ap
Wird at the Bow street pollee court
tees ire rnoon, got an order to cote-
eel the hank to surrender the paper
I•nt the bank pleadet1 that lie !Nome's
eonsent was neceseary and the magi-
trate <bylined to issue the order.
tIti aN E. MACK PICKS RIIVA!$
-Bar" ‘fa.ter.on Kari Taft Will Re
lemeeletated end Elected.
Hot Spreuga. Ark March 24.-- -Nor-
man IC Mack. of latiffelo, nannies'
Deems, rat ic cerionitteegnan. and "Bat"
Mee. ',on. Prep-Went Rool•e%ell'a 11110-
pointer to a niarshaiship In NW
Yiek, diolised panties here /loth
Agreed that Britain won't! lend the
Democrats and that Taft would be
t he Republican nominee.
"And Taft ex the only One -that has
chaniti.•' said "Rat.-
"For the nomfmetion?" asked Mack.
"Roth that 4414$1ection." .answerel
Kesterson. -
"Well, we will agree that both will
he nominated, and then we will wait
for retrelts.'''.aeld Keck.
-_---
PATTERSON ON TIIE SICVNE.
Reedy to Center Regardiag 1A1WhIsa-
ay..; Aroued
Clarksville. Tenn., March 24.-
Gov, 'Malcolm R. Patterson arrived
this Morelus_froM_Nasheelle to confer
with the lo^al anthoriLes eoneerning
the unsettled conditions throutbont
this section as a reetlt ,of lawleasnee4
which bag reached a crisis The coy-,
rrnor will go into the trouble and is
at Arlington.
General Manager Felix 0. Ewing
of the Dark Tobacco Growers' also-
elation, I. here and it is expected that
they will hold a conference this after-
noon.
•
l'ATAI, FIGHT OVER
POLITICO TENNESKEE.
Chattanooga. Tenn , March 24 -
William Thompson aged 50, (flee
near Paulette, Union county, Tenn..
this morning, after having his ihroat
tut by Alf Suffridge Saturday night.
I
The men qllarrPlerl over a pilitlea:
"mitest. Su/fridge, who elaInted
Thompson was trying to draw a pis-
KARI* nit yeLheira arrested. 'The
light ocetiregtekes-coeinery store.
AAPINIFI-
tsr will Wye hendsou.... framed NEWS OF COURTSs'ed it will be hung in the hall of
Washington building of the (if)
'schools. t It is quite a cote. idetee that
the first presentation of a 1). !atelier.
of Independence made by the
0. A. Ft. chapter should he to the
(beep. Washington buiiditig, !homey
itvhen the chapter deckled to triangle
!rate the work it did not realize the
happy appropriateness.
Delphic Ilub.
The Delphic club met this morning
at the Delphic room in the Carnegie
I:bran y. Mehemet Ale tie- Pa-has,
the Suez Canal and Modern Alexan-
dria were comprehensive l$ covered
in interesting papers by Mrs. Lillaid
Sanders, Miss Melee Lowe and Mrs.
George C. Wallace.
Mrs. Emma Rehkope who Ilia
been at leiverside hospital several
weeks, is meeh improved Sire 't-suf-
tated a relapas- last week and was in
a serious condition for a %Idle but is
gstUng better now.
Mr. John Hardy, who went to
Texas several weeks ago for the ben-
efit of his health, is improving awl
expecte to- leave that state for Idaho
in a .few days.
Mrs. Henry le Thempson left last
Wee for Tupelo, Miss., on a visit be-
tt•re geing to Columbus. Mime, to
meet Mr. Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Thompson, of
Elktoa. hs.ve re-turned twine after a
v:rit.o Buie daughter, Ms's. Leon R.
Weaves, et' the Moore fiats on Clay
,, t
Mr. Mat J. Carney has returAed
from Chicago. where be has beets for
two months.
Mrs. F M. M. eGiathrry has gone to
eMniphis and Dreeden. Tenn., on a
r'sq to rands and relatives.
('it. It. B. Line, Filth and Madi-
son streets, has eme to New Mexico
for his health.
Mrs, Thomas J. Potter has returned
:earn a visit in Cairo.
Mr. and Mrs. Joveph Howard, of
Fulton, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
R. Robertson, of Triruble street.
Mr. William Hardy has returned
from a busineas trip to Texas.
Cal.- and Mrs. William Katterjohn
have gone to Martinville, Ind., for a
two weeks' Cafe
Dr: Witham J (Silbert returned
from SL Louis last night, where he
has been on business. 
-11.49trs. Henri (Mist,
Ac.
.116W-Meil-
them and aYank Kirchoff, Jr., will re-
:urn from %Vest Baden, where they
have been for the past two weeks.
efie. Richard B. leiter. of Hickman.
the guest of Mrs. James; Keiser. of
North Seventh street. ,
ettesers. John and Frank Block
have gone to eladgeway, Hie to attend
the' funeral and burial of Mrs. Leon-
ard Bleck. who died Sunday in East
st. Louis.
Lee Hite and Jesse Cerneal left to-
day for Dawson Springs for a two
eteks' visit.
Mr. Edgar Purdom was here tins
warning, an route to Murree from
e where he is attending
Mt. John C. Kramer, of Evansville.
is in the city on a business trip.
Nine Russell Wight's. Eleventh and
Madison streets. has gone to Central
City on e_ visit tee her parents. Mr. erie
aloe. A. P. Howard.
Mr. E. L. Huddleston, 419 Fonn-
teak avenue, left this morning - for
0oteSprings for a two weeks' may.
Mrs. S. W. Rash has gone to
Waco, Tex.. to spend some time with
relatives and friends.
Society Cell-beaten Fourth Anniver-,
vary. _
The Home Mission notiety of the
Trimble Street Methodee cleirch vele.
brated the fourth anniversary of its
organization $esterday afternoon at
the borne of Mrs. A. M. Chastaine. on
North Eighth street. It was a pleas-
ant soeial occasion. After the read-
ingef 'the societ$'s report for the four
se-arte and some routine business, de-
•Ightfut refreshments were served.
The Yeung lAdies' society of the
Trimble steset church and other auxil-
iaries were invited guests,
O. A. R. Chapter to Preent Hand-
-mime copy or Deelaration of
Indeprildrece.
Mrs. 'Rey Kinte,Y. chairman_jat
the education committee of the Padn-
Lab chapter, Deitglitersa of the Amert-
can Revolution, has just receieed
feint Congre sman 011ie James at
Washington, a Lac simile copy of the
Derlaratam of Independence that is a
Before You Buy
Your Boy a Suit
Let us show you what a
change we can make in
his appearance with one
of our natty spring suits.
We don't care to bow,
but you'll find our line
the largest and hand-
somest ever shown in
Paducah. As it your
friends about it. As
good as the best, better
than the rest,
City Attorney Arthur Martin left hest
night for Oklahoma City on a busi-
ness trip.
Dr. C. R. Lightfoot is eompelled to
stay at his home. Seventh and Barri
son streets, on account of rhettme-
theft.
Witt Eva Mille. of Symsonia, is
visiting her sister. Mrs Nina Yeaman,
of 311 Broadway.
Miss Sallie Husbands went to Ow-
ensboro today to visit relatives.
Mr. Will Scott returned from a
bushel's% trip to Dyersburg today.
Mr. C. 0. Nitrite's eent--Ie /Ottawa
and Eddyville tedlly on business.
Mr. J. T. Wright returned from a
brotin4a trip to Mayfieid today.
Mrs. R. G. leV;att, of Dexter. Ky..
Is visitieg Mrs. Alfred Wyatt, of Sixth
and Husbands streets. _
yr. John A. Jones of Csoldwater
(leaves county. is visiting in the city.
Mr. Thomas Curd. of Hardin, la in
the city
Mr. N. L. Gilbert. of Murray, In
the city this afternoon.
Mrs. Robert Horner and sister.
Miss Susanne Burnett.. who are spend-
ing the winter in Paris, have gone to
Mice on a abort Tile to Mn, Homer's
broths and sister-in-law. Mr. anti
Mrs. Charles A. Fearon.' Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Burnet‘ will leave the last
of May for Europe to Join their
daughters and spend the summer.-
Louisville Evening Post.
Miss Fannie Clark, of StalUiland,
avenue.
I. visitth..gir. Evan Clark, of Vassar
Mr. Lee Hite and Jesse Cartoon, or
Grahamville, have gone to Dawson
Springs for a ten days' stay.
Mrs. Thomas Davis and children. at
'Antillean& are visiting 14 Maggie
.........................,....w..........*.
I In Bankruptk).E W. Bugle, relies. Jr• bank-
nee. e has eutitinted utilii Apr.I .
the- exemieelion of the ofteeis and
steel:holders/of the Stott Herd,* a rc
Icompany as to whether the comp 
favored tati$ creditore in distribut,, -•
Insurance mon• )1
In County Court.
Magistrate C. W. Euler), melee.
agent for McCracken count), filed sue
in counts court today against Mrs. N.
A. Olds to collect taxes for live y• -
on two lots on Elizabeth street, she:
it is claimed, have not beill listed
The property is valued at $1.000.
Marriage Lieete•e.i.
Richaird Humphrey and Etila In
gram, ,
In Police court.
The docket in police court this
morning was: Drunk-Tom Fur-
less:It-and costs. Drunk and die-
orderly--George Hardist, $11t and
etal.S. Using vile language-Garrett.
dismissed. Breach of ordinance-
Alta Rogers, Helen Westlake, Lucille
Thompson. Ida Chesterfield, Ella
Howe, $25 and po costs upon con-
fession. Disorderly houses - Alta
Rogers. Helen Westlake, Ada Robin-
son, -Lucille Thompson, Ida Chester-
field, Ella Howe. $25 and no costs
upon confeselon. Robbery-eim Ed-
wards and Allie Morton, colored, ex-
amination waived and pond fixed at
$300:- Charles Morris,' colored, con-
tinued until tomorrow.
Peroxide.
Freci-il didn't gtot I very goeffr110411
at leer hale but /Cs a decided blond.
Isn't RI
decided about the roots.
Graee-Well-er-yes,_bit a little un-
$12,000.000 SWINDLE.
, •
Forirer Fiend) Wafter Charged With
gig stmr$... 
Paris, Mirth 24.-A sensation has
been caused by the arrest here of a
man named Henri Rochette, on the
charge of conducting successful Min-
dles on an enormous scale. Rochette
was at one time -a wcter iit an 01P--
Entre Freech town. He came to Pane
to seek his fortune and was eminently
suceessful while he kept out of the
clutches of the law.
He founded the Franco-Spanish
bank and floated not less than a theses
mining enterprises in which he WallaMr. J. Will Rock, Jr , 224 North
director and whose stocks were eager.Sixth- street, is reeavering from an St- 
purchased by French Investore. 'Sttack of tonallitia.
below rharged that his methods wereAttorney W F. Bradshaw. Jr.. and
fraudulent and th om I I t I t
him alleges that he has Stolen neer
$12.0010.04$0 through the Medium of
his various companies and societies.
Prices from $2 SO to 12.50 Crawfoid. of Grahamville
Mrs. Mike !semen. Fourth and
• 'Washington streets is visiting in
Sharpe
Th• Rev T .1 Owen refereed to-
day front a business trip to Fulton.
Mr. C. W Meacham, who has been
quite ill at his, home on South Titled
street, is repotted better
round Oise charge, Aitywee.
What was thought to be a crap
game was raided this morning by
Patrolman Gilliam and folly golored
players, Jdhle Starr, Brent Jackson,
Elvis Evans and Charley 'Smith,. were
taken to the minion but-three were re-
leased. Patrolman Gillian, spied
teem playing on a knoll Just outside
of the city limits in Mechanicaburg
said Flipped UP to watch the game- It
1„„LARTIC
Hardware
Mantels
Housefurnishings
Stoves and Ranges
Refrigerators
Ice Cream Freezers
Water Coolers
IGEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Subscribers, inserting want ads in
The Sun will kindly rementbee that
all each items are to be paid for when
the ad in inserted, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
FOR heating and stovewood day
4$7. O. Levin.'
. OVERSTREET, the painter. Old
phone 251.9.
WANTED-A cook at J. A. Rudy's.
Good *wages.
GO TO SOLOMON and have your
spring suit made. Now at gee store.
522 Broadway.
WANTEDLTP,ain and fancy sewing
Patistaction guaranteed. Mies Anna
Davis, 423 South Nineteenth street.
FOR SALE-Good mewed-hand
Min tht and
Smith Fourth street.
FOR RENT-Three up-to-date
rooms for man and, wife. All modern
imprOvaments. Old phone 1415.
FOR •SENT- Five-room cottage
all modern conveniences.. Inquire 5J;
North Sixth.
FOR RENT-3 room house. 431
Adams street. Apply 3,0,2 North See-
'elle old phone 12215.
J. Z. MORGAN horns shoeing,
general repairing, rubber tbes, 41/F
South Third.
WANTED---Lady stenographer for
wholesale business, must be compe-
tent. Address Lock Box 5S5.
W AST E D-Posi t ion by experienced
grocery clerk or collector. Address
IL, care gun
WANTED-To rent. three or four
room cottage. State location and
price. Address M., care Sun.
--FOrt RENT-Stx-room house, 231
South Fourth, bath and all modern
conveniences. Phone 2130
FOR -111..eir--rsine room house on
90 foot lot. Iligh and dry, 410 South
Tenth. J. A. Rudy & Sons.
FOR SALE-Two bedroom suiti
and one Quick Meal range, almost
there gag no evidence where lee waiter 
new. Apply 432 Washington.were gambling they quit anttli
John :,Staet had a 
FOR S.a.LE--eire.rse. -surieti-atid
speaking distance .
big 45 CORA under his coat. and he 
he inehold goods. Ain leaving city.
326 North Sixth street.
was arrested for cane Mg a concealed
weapon. 
Diamond Cutter's' Wages.
The Antwerp diamond industry cum
peeks about forty factories and em-
ploys 4.511le to 54.00e5 men. Diamond
cutters are paid a wage of $11 to $16
per week, cleavers $2,0 per week up-
ward, while the sorters receive in to
$10 per week; thus the average waves
amount to $13 to $14 per week.
Thirty-five rears ago the diamond
trade was In such fiourisblow condition
that a good cutter earned as much as
(torn $220 to $25% per Week. Thia
remarkable state of things. howlber.
attracted the attention of workers
from all over/ the country: keen com-
petition ensued, with the consequent
dtminishittg of wages.
The secreey of the art of cutthet
and polishing diamonds Is maintained
so completely that it is difficult to in-
roduce this inclustr$ anywhere mere
through Belgian or Dutch emigrant'?
cutters. Thus sonic of the Antwerp
manufacturers have enegroted to the
United States:. where they r,ose supply
it good part of the demand for dig -
month. in that conntre from works
they have estate steel there A Rime
lar attempt has bettn made 'In London
where there are from 2400 to 30) esti
Ir 4.29f4L
FOR SALE-Perfectly gentle bug-
gy horse. 14% hands high, at a bar-
gain. Old phone 1535."
FOR 8A LE-Barred Plymouth
Rock eggs, 50c for 15. Old phone
1440.
WANT/OD-A good atter to take
charge of shop. No drunkard need
apply. W. T. Goodman, 1705 Meyers
street. city. •  .
HOME on, easy payments, four
irOOMa, two porches, pinery, etc., Mc-
Cracken Real istate & Mortgage Co
New phone 62, old 765.
ThitT otrr tüIold nit of last year
and have it cleaned and pressed by
James Duffy, gouthlWinth near Broad-
way, and it will 'look like new.
-LOST-A good ride it you don't
buy your buggy. phaeton or surrey
from Powell. Rogers & Co.. incorpot
ated, 131 Nib Third street.
FOR RPM -March 16, dwelling
1627 Jefferson street, ft roomer, all
modern conveniences Hot water fur-
nace. Apply to Wm. Highee at Pa-
ducah Banking 00.
-FOR-SALE -All" of hortephold
goodie !Deluding nn• flnigg,.ts. furnk-
are, 4ffartains. etc Wreaking up bosses-
keeping. Goods been in use only Gee.
rear. Dr. W. F. Allier. 416 North
;
FOR RENT - Nicely furnished
front room. All conven,encies, 827
Jefferson.
FOR SALE-One eight foot viten:
Rion dining room table. New phone
97, old phone 994-r.
FOR SALE-Four good horses in
excellent coadition. Johnston-Denker
Coal Co Frities_2113 
FOR SALE-Certificate good tot
$85 on purchase of Baldwin piano or
planate. Address J. L. R., cars Sun,
stating what you will give for U.
IWANTED-Two young ladies to
solcit subscriptions for magazine. A
good proposition. Address H. P.,
care The Sun.
FOR RENT-Aprfl 22nd. Seven..
room fiat, second floor, Thompson
apartment house 417 Washington
street. Phone 2120,
HORISES AND MULES WANTED.
-We will be at Jas. A. Glauber's
stable, Third and Washington, Satur-
day, March 28, to- buy horses and
MAKE $1,24,0.00 moii One
agent did. You can--It's easy. Ex-
perience unnecessary. New Invention.
provides bathroom for 25.00. Used
Everywhere. Quick seller. Allen
Mfg, 0o., 325 Alien Bldg.. Toledo, 0.
LOST-Three weeks ago, white
pointer, slender, two liver spots on
turn to C. E. Sharp, 122 Kentucky
head; 'answers name "Mack." Re-
avenue and be rewarded._
FOR SALE-64 acres, eight miles
east of Brookport, Ill. No better lams
in 'Whole tiara 60.44, four room
cottage, good fences, fruit, on It. Fl
D. Price for a few days, $2,500.
Sharp. Hogrues grocery, 122 Kea..
tucky avenue.
"YOUNG MEN to prepare for exam. -
 for railway mall sad other govern-
ment positions. Superior instruction
by-mall. Establiehed 14 years. Thou-
Sande of succesafel students. Sample
questions and "How Government P0-
sltloni are Sees red ' sent free. In-
ter-State Schools, 506 2nd Ave., Ce-
dar Rapids, Iowa.
WANTED-For-UTS. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 16 and 35; citizens of the United
States, of good characte- and temper.
ate habits, who can 'peas, read and
write English. Men wazt.4Ttor
service in Cuba and the Philigiofitan.
For informatipn apply to Recruiting
°Meer, New kicbmond House, Pa-
ducah. Ky.
EDWARDS, THE KENTUCKY
DE/Will:RAD°, CAPTURED..
Chattanooga, Tenn., Marcel 24.-D.
gadwards, the Kentucky desperado,
who murdered A. B. Davis, suPerlo-
tendent for W. J. Oliver, at Alton
'Park, aLsuburb. Friday night, was
captured at Trenton. Ga., and brought
batk to this city., Edwards had been
0-ailed to posses with bloodhounds
ever since the murder. There was talk
of mob violence, but when the prison-
er arrived there was go evidence of a
mob forming.
Notice.
All members of Ingleside Rebecca
Lodge No. 17, I 0 0. Ie., are request'
ed to be present at the regular meet-
ing Wednesday night, March 25, at
7..00. Several candidates are to be
initiated. Lunch will be served after
the meeting.
LUCY ORR..N. 0,
ETTA BECKENBACH. Bee
Mrs. Martin Engiert. of St John's,
is ill of malarial fever at her home.
Miss Florence Johnson. Of Sharp.
he. retarded home from Reed1614.
Mae het at
the doctors seem to be someweat puz-
zled about the ease. tie is a brothet.
oe the wife of Banker S. H Dees, of,
the Bank of Murray.THEORY fiENERALLY ACCEPTED
AND SUCCESS IS UNIVERSAL
L. T. Cooper. whose theory that the
human stomach is the cause of most
Iii health and who created a furore in
Chicago. St. Louis and other western
cttks. Is meeting with the same re-
markable success with his medicine
throughout the east. Cooper has con-
vinced an leurense number of people
that his theory Is sound gnd his nfedi-
s Me will do what he claims.
Perhaps the most interesting feat-
ures of the discussion this young nian
is causing, are the statements inside
by responsible people who have taken
his medicines and have acome en-
thuslaitic converts to his beliefs.
Among statements of th:a character
the following, by Mr. August Witt-
m, 10-49 Rockwell Court. Chicago...-
is characteristic of the widespread
faith in 'Cooper, which has grown up
in a comparatively short time. Mr.
Weisner says: "I wouldn't take $1,-
000 and be in the conditleM I was
three weeks ago: I was practically
an invalid for fourteen years and think
1 had about all of the diseases known.
My stomach was weak, and at times I
would have an enormous appetite, aim
then again none at all. Pie and cake
made at. sick. and. I ahoy always
had a sickening feeling in ms stom-
ach. I was nervous, and for weeks at
a time could not sleep, and then
again could sleep eighteen hours at a
stretch. Sleep, however, seemed to
do me no *toed. and I would awake
tired and more exhausted than when
'I went to bed.
"1 was coustipated, had pains in
!ray bark and Mutterings and pains in
1mi heart. I Was unable to work with
any regularity, and took no Interest
In anything.' tried all kinds of med-
icines and doctors but none beneflat-
ed ate. 1 fiad no energy and no annbi
eon. and beS about concluded to give
up when the Cooper medicine was
reconiniterded. Thanks to it, my
health'seerns completely restored and
I feel like a new wan."
Oooper medicines have created the
greatest sensation of anything of the
kind ever before Introduced,
- We sell them, and will be glad to
explain the nature of them' to our
callers.— W. B. McPherson.
I in li• Stiapip
Out of the $16.5,74S.iliel of reveiss
Weeeived - by the postafilce deport
meat during the last fiscal year from
the sale of stamps, stamped envel-
opes, newspaper wrappers and postal
cards, only $1.634.O54 was expended
!n their ntanufacture. and of this total
the postage stamps which brought in
the largest return by far. cost the
goverment oily $46l's5k5.36 for a
"BEST"
Incandescent
Vapor Gas Light
The ebea.est ma gramme tats-5 e55. Makes sail
burns as own gas, It Ii I itlL]'. hall,; it any-
where. Requires DO pi..s, w.. es of tr.ii ma- of the plate, as Is the case in MO-rhioc A ...ie. pure Dlote, p,werful. Mead,
light. Approved Sy Fent laeleirasce Ulaterforsters. graphical printing, but from the sunk-
100 Candle Power 15 *.=, Pnes• BY this Process it Is Po
sen
Hours for Two Cents. it wdeld be posible to print from a'tKm. C. H. Mccderiraa. !seder* Ftmat•
typographical "cut." as may be seen :J^.Ito wicks to trim. no smoke or smell. se 
Oonkling,- Louis O'Doneell, Sam
shimmers to clean. Superior to eleetritity
acetylene and cheaper that' kerosene. Raving by competing under a reading glars
effected by Its use qn.ck]y pays for it. Great ,eerie, of Fixtures for indoor and outdoor use. any postage
 stamp or piece o paper
this is the Pioneer Incandescent Vapor CAW of imitawoos. currency 
with the finest wood cut or
Loop. it is perfect. Beware other example of typograpnical art. I
Every 
The cost of manufacturing postagei
Lama stamps !s further increased by the
SAL necessity of 
gumming the backs; but
the perfection of the machinery which
flakTIX 'carries out this process. together with
'he smell size of the stamps, makes
'he total cost Inconsiderable when
oMPared with the selling priee.
The printed -sheets 01 stamps pass
WARREN & WARREN. Jostelem. nto the gunotiing machines as soon
edit BroadwaY. Both Phone. ow as they are dile& and passed by the
 4.1antiners.
--
/MOSIIRMNSNINSRMIIRRIMMINMNfiffi Them machines are marvels- of 
in-
There are More
"BEST" LAMPS i n
use than ALL other
makes combined.
Sold A
im By,
Seeds! Seeds!
Come .t.o the new
Seed Store for best
N4ithern Grown
Seeds 'that grow.'
Also poultry sup-
plies.
M. J. Yopp Seed Co.
124 S:u'k Setead Sheet
Ott heat 243 Nee hose 477
vearOs_suseply. Stamped -envelopes
made up $1.4141,068.tie of the total
ost of manufacturing, and postal
lords $164,900.32. The United States
one of the few large countries
is heti has not fallen back on the
alter processes of printing for the
manufacture of its postage. stamps.
IL The -stamps supplied by Uncle Sam
are printed by the "plate printing"
procees, which is the most costly ae
well as the most perfect of all pro-
tesses of taking a print:et impression.
iLlice all of our paper money and the
bonds and stwks certificates admit-
ted to trading on the New York Stock
Exchange, the postage stamps are
'printed from steel engravings. An
ecgraved plate differs radically from
the printing surfaces used In the
dimary typographical processes, In
that the lines are sunk below the sur-
face of the plate and the pigment 
Among the Louisville men present
at the conference were: Judge W. H.
which remains on the paper after it
has been run through the printing 
Halt, Col. Albert Scott. Tracy Under-
press
.
 Is taken, not froth the surface hill- Paul 
Burlingame, M. H• Thatch"'
Capt. J. H. Browning, Dr. W. W.
Smith, Walter Oloteer. Nat C. Ourelon,
Joe D. Bradburn. Gus Wiles, Irvine-
15•
tile to make a mutt finer design than 
Jon Earl. W. L. Hall, Toting .
genwity-.- -An even flow Is spread on
the back of the stamps with wond:r-
ful accuracy by a *revolving drum
whose slightly rough surface sarries
the necessary amount of adhesive
fluid. As sheet after sheet passes face
down under this roller it thrOws a
parting gill:timer of its newly-guninied
surface In a mirror directly in front
of the young woman operator. • By
this means she can tell whether or
not the gum is being evenly applied.
After its farewell gleam the sheet
I,, carried automatically through a
drying chest, where an even tempera-
ture of 135 degree Isonantained. It
is now dry and ready to be trimmed,
numbered, and perforated.
Finally, hydraulic presses remove
the burring left by the perforating
machines, and the finished stamps.
examined, counted, packed and
sealed. are ready for shipment.—New
York Times.
—An isvestetent in reel ,'.tats'
easy to "carry." Ad-%atehing itili
1100111 make you "strong onougli" to
carry a lot of soiCh investments.
I
Now Ready fot Business
NEW
PATTON STEAM LAUNDRY
At Seven.b and Adams—
THE new Patton Steam Laundry, with acomplete equipment of the newest and
most modtrn machinery, is now ready to re-
ceive your work. No detail which will add
to the quality and appearance of our work is
missing; we guarantee you
Better Work for Less Money
Aria l'1110.1.: riTO
Shirta 8 Cent8 CcAlisrfra 2 Cents
Just Give Us a Trial:That's All We Ask
EARL PATTON'
Nittrittger
Rooms over
Lendiet & Ly-
don, now oc-
cupied by Dr.
Stamper.
Possession
March 1, 1908.
LEN DLER
LYDON
SPRING
FAIRBANKS MAY BE Little ills
DROPPED IN STATE of Children
Hughes May be 'taken Up by
Anti-Tate unction.
Meet at sieelbech and Ali IN liarnoioy
—Ni. tine Allooetl lit rie.• the
littritiots).
Dot' BRE N IH IS CONSPICUOUS.
Louisville. March 24.—Adherents
of Vice President lealrbanket arid Oov.
Charles E. Hughes met on the roof
garden at the Seetbact hotel to devise
plans for defeating Taft in. Kentucky.
Unled States Senatorilect Died-
ley and former Scooter W. J. Debots
are the leaders, but the following tel-
egram was received by MT. Thateber
hum Mr. John W. Yerkee expressing
his advocacy for Fairbanks:
"Washington. D. C —To M. M
Thatcher, Louisville, Ky.: Physical
condition renders it absolutely impos-
sible to be in Louisville Monday. In
bed and have been so several weeks.
itegeet this exceedingly. as I moist
earnestly favor the Fairbanks move-
ment and trust Kentucky will stand
by him.
"JOHN W. YIIIRK.ES."
The Fairbanks and *Hughes forces
are consorting together on terms of
hionrions, awl It Is reported that Fair-
banks may be dropped and all the.
anti-Taft i.:.rengtb in Kentucky go to
Hughes. •
The Todd contingent is very prom-
inent among the Louisville represent-
sties-s. If Fairbanks or Hughes %Oats
in Kentucky, the program is to hand
over the Lotestille organization to
Toddy
Collector of Internal -Revenue E. T,
Franks and other anti-Koesevelt office
holders are prominewt figures in the
crowd. The lobby of the St!elblith ho-
tel was well, tilled by 1:10-o'clock.
Mothers and all others who have chil-
dren about the house cannot do their
families a better service than to learn of
simple and reliable remedies that correct
children's ailments. Many grown peo-
ple are suffering today for the ignorance
or negligence of those who had charge
of their bringing up.
Children are prone to constipation,
and if it isn't corrected early, the bow-
el. get in the habit of not working nor-
mally and soon chronic constipation
results that may last off and on all
through life. Then children eat almost
continually and as a consequence indi-
gestion sets in soon followed by worms,
or stomach pains, or psi-rhea, or any one of a
doses otber troubles 'to a•y that it will neat
lased is putting altogether too much feat in
(Manua It Is Waist with the !newest
Sad future health.
A better way is to give the CAL143 a dose of,
semi Ohre intended to cure that very trouble.,
Sad nothing better for the purpose is known than
Dr. Coldvsell's syrup Pepsis. It waver gripes
but • is MAI y sad as it has • eleaseet taste
the child will Dot rehamto hake it. Bry • 50 c•tie
or $I barb* of our druinist sad save the child
from sickness You should remember that a
uhlid whose stomach is,in good working order hi
00f likely to can't) colds aset fever diseases. I
Mrs. Curry, of Trowbridge. III., attributes
retnarkabie health of her child to lir Caldwell',
Syrup PePitifl, hi,h she eives regularly in time*
disorders. Mrs. Itversole, of fitnsboro. is'
frank to say that ttre present 'rood conditioe of
her five-year-old hoy is entirely due to this wen.
derful remedy. Try It In your Own family sad
see it you cannot share these opinions. Beery
bottle is lesamutteed to do exactly as we claim,
ned the parity of Ingredient, is also vouched for.
Those moist to kg Dr. Cali-
wwi's Synge Now awn so-
ILI cm nays a tree samm notils seat b their home by
Milirm sing_ the Co MOSSY • This offer is to prom that th•
MIMS Mil es as im Clem, .s itcols ems so wow
raw haw saw Ickes IL Slag Isr 41 1* yes law ses
syiepten, ersionsach, how or bowel dISISSS fleshes,
set mmi samin& imams kr ceause rowel am old
folks. A ruarsTlent, flenellesse home curs. THE
eutikle VERDICT: 'Ile WNW, Ss Gooe lad S:es
as DR CALDWELL'S grew Pterse." T crease
heart why Oaf WIN too. 17, wasaisetois
Pepsis SYRUP OE.
107ffisiderell Ind... Illostisenau. 
FREE TEST
Harlan, John R. C. 'Lan. John W.
Caaseday and Scott Prather.
The first act of the meeting was
to exclude all newspaper well.
MT. M. H. Thatcher called the meet-
ing to order. Speeches were made by
la. Bradley. Mr. Deboe and Judgo
Holt, and a committee was appointed
to issue an athirees to the-kepublican
voters of the state, with W. 0. Brad-
ley as the chairman.
Among other things Gov. Bradley
said theft he was very much opposed
to the present civil service system:
that he believed in the Jacksonian
theory that to the victor tx-longe the
spoils, and that the civil service
should be modified to the' extent of-
doing away with Its present objection
able features.
The federal °Mee-holders also cattle
In for a red-hot roast. He denounced
them for their alleged activity in pol-
itics and 'characterized their wozit
pernitreous. Pitying his resperts to
Judge Wm. _Taft, Mr. Bradley said
in - substance that he did not ben.ve
Taft' had a Single !hence for this nom-
Nation for president. lie said that
Fairhnnks had contributed more to
the success of the Republican party :n
Kentucky than any one man in she
d'hited States, and that Kentucky Re-
piiblicans deserve to Isecalleci ingrates
they did nut rally under the Fair-
banks banner.
Ssnarsr W. J. Deboe. following Mr.
Bradley, indorsed what the previous
speaker had said. '
te,
moved that a committee of two from
each congressional ...district be named
draft an etddreee to the people of
Kentucky, setting forth the att:tude
of the Fairbanks Republicans. The
motion carried unanimously. Win. 0.
Bradley and Albert Scott were yarned
from Louisville.
Mr. John Mho. of Yining, His says
"I have been selling DeWitt's Kidney-
and Bladder Pills for about a year
and they give better satisfaction than
any pill I ever sold. I have used
them myself with' fine results. Sold by
all Druggists.
!NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Negro Paper for Taft.
Lexington, Ky., March 24.—W, D.
Johnson, of Louisville. negro, todio
I closed a deal lore for the purchase ofthe Starndard, the original negro news
paper in- Kelltllek) , and he will at
once decilitre the paper for Taft. This
Is the first negro paper in Kentuclo-
. . dibern then sow,. rentarbyencifig two: r f .orrb a In) ro i -
R 
E
Iteign of Terror in Calloway.
- - Merrily Ky.'s Marie 24 Thi, mot-
e'tag of notkos and the personal re-
quests to leave Murray ale coating
This is the lime of year, stRise extiterneet and a great deal
when the human system un-
dergoes a radical change and
imply families assisting na-
ture get their spring resipea
fillen. To all such we want
it known that we are to at
equipped to furnish highest
grade drugs and put them op
in the most satisfactory man-
ner. Prescriptinns will be
promptly filled and delivered
free to any port of the city.
S. It. WINSTEAD
of
talk. Doc Ford. the most prominent
negro in this section, had received
serval warnings to leave the city and
had refused to do so. The last notice
bas been &es, so the note says, and
If he heeds licit, that he will be detai l
with very severely, along with Me)
other colored population Ford had
recently purchased a nice house and
,lot in the residence section of white-
people and moved his family there.
Farmers ia Calloway county are
ebbing to Murray every day to sign
the pledge to Jodi the association.
Just as soon as the books are opened.
which will be the latter part of April.'
) It is almost a nightly occurremie of
from one to half a dozen of (be to-,
bower, raisers rereiving notices. either
to raise or not to raise totoceo this
year. From present indications more
tohnervo.w111 be put out this year than,
ever before.
I Abraham in. Thompson a widely-
knoWn lawyer who reside* in Vero's.
Is almost at death's door as A result
of Itsitsrlsereceived in a tab mon lb.'
*rein • few days sloce, and which, at
the tims. was thought to be only it
alight attack of heart disease, but he
has not been able to Move since and
Sew Him Drop Letter In How.
tiot;itimiville, Ky., Mart+ 34.—
Robert Wood, a prominent round
farmer, charged with sending threat-
lei Mg litters signed "night riders"through the malls. was arraigned for
'teal this usorniug. The Jur) has
been lnipansled and the trinity:my Is
tsteng taken
Aseistant Poetruaster Breathitt tes-
tified Ile MIN W(41041 drop tutu a mail
box the letter which, when opened,
viss round to contain the night rider
:elle: warning Iwo,. ,m Ilan soli a negro
ic-ropper, Vie 11/•/1e /row it ie:ghbol's
turas
Stecond Chow City MIL
Frankfort, Ks s. March 24 A deep.
dation from Lexington, headed by ex-
NiaYor Henry Duncan, are here today
protesting against the governor too
proving the bill known as the Klair
court house bill, which provide« that
the fiscal court shall appropriate' more
ey to have the courthouse. taken cars
of in second class cities. the court of
appeals having decided that the jailer
could receive no pay for It. Repre-
sentative Will Klatt. and Attorney
George Hunt are here to urge the
governor to approve the bill. The
governor has received a number of
telegrams and it is believed" he will
offer a reward thie afternoon for the
apprehension of the night riders who
killed the Nicholas county farmer Fri-
day night.
Record-finulking Price,
Lexington, Ky.. March 24 The
highest figure ever paid for a crop of
tobacco in the Lexeigton market was
realised when 7,tOM pounds. ralsed•by
Peters & lesidenger, of Fayette coun-
ty, brought a fraction over'2o cents a
potted.
Kodol Is a sciontifis preparation of
vegetable acids with natural .dlgest-
ants, and contains the salsa jukes
found in a healthy stomach. Mach
dam will digest snore than 3.000
grata' of good food. Sold by all
Druggists.
She Did Her May Hp Him,
One Monday morning the colored
"wash lade" did not arrive at the
usual hour to do the weekly washing
of a family residing in a Pennsylvania
town.
When she appeared some time later
the mistress of the house descenled-
to the kitchen and woe greatly edified
by the woman's explanation
"No'm."--carefulii'removing a ha'
ornamented by i volumiodua black
veil, wa'n't sick. I had to star
home to reeeiiis my thee-seed brother's
remainders that was sent from Milli-
btarg_tio before yisterdas."- March
Lippincott's.
Kodol Is today the best known remedy
for all doorderi of the stomach. such
as dyspepela. hewn burn sour stomach
and belching of gas. Sold here by ell
Druggists.
Gunner—Many of our singers go
over to Europe to react the high C's
'thiter—Well, what do the European
singers come over here for'
6tirittne —OA, they come over here
to reach the Xs and V's.—Chicago
Mrs,
The Evating nom—Ille a Work
1IP
KODAKS
We have two special
values to offer in Ko-
dak'. Drop in Ind
let us show them to
you Booklet Free.
Mei) HERSON'S
DRUG STORE
•
FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICkS
These are the foundations orris
which we are building sucoesS.
Our horsea are *frowned to ft*
pink of condition always and our
equipment the hest, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.
Next time you want to take a
drive, just call
HAWLEY AND SON
EKE Mine 41 7 421
100 letlettop St
• •
OLD SORES FED 
AND
KEPT OPEN
BY IMPURITIES IN THE BLOOD • ;
II Old aunts weie due to outside tulturnces, 
or if the cause was confined
strictly to the diseased flesh around the ulcer, then 
external treatment and
simple clopaliness would cure them. Bubth
e trouble is in the blood, which
)1ms become unhealthy and diseased, and keeps th
e sore open by continually
discharging into it the impurities and poisons 
with which' the circulation is
filled. This lisoisonous condition of the blood 
may be the remains of some
constitutional trouble; the effect of a long spell of 
sickness, or because the
aatural refuse of the body, which should pass off 
through the proper avenues,
has been left in the system and absorbed into the
 blood. Again, the cause
may be hereditary; but it does not matter how the 
poison becomes intrenched
In the blood, the fact that the sore will not heal is 
evidence of a deep underly-
ing cause. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., may 
cause the place to scab over
• temporarily, but the blood is not made any
purer by such treatment, and soon the old
inflammation and discharge will return and
the sore be en bad or worse than before.
• • S. S. S. goes down to tho very bottom of the
trouble, cleanses and purifies the blood, and
PURELY VEGETABLE makes a permanent cure. S. S. S. enriches
and freshens the circulation so that inttead cd
dticisargieg unhealthy matter into the place. it -Carries rich. tissue-building,
fiesk-healing blood to the diseased parts and in every way assists in a natural
inn of the sdre. Book on Sores and Ulcers and a
ny medical advice free to
all who writs. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
I House Cloning Season is at Band
You'll want carpets cleaned. We don't
BEAT them; we CLEAN them. That's what
you want. .'
I 
New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works
Phones 121.
s
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager,
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse.for Storage.
Both Phone. 499.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
Alt a a greet deal cheaper to place sonnet subscriptions to torv-
spa/ asaaszawo at th 0 all Mr time and order them all together from
as. than it is to buy (be same magazines singly or autecribs to them
separately Combination club offers are now made by which sub-
Wilber' to several magazines an secure bargain pries,, sometimes
getting three or four magazioes for the price of one or two. Sub-
eeriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may bo-
gie with any month. Let um know what magazines you are Wi-
ner now or oleo megasdnee you want to take next year, and we will
qtote the combination pile*, snowing saving to bo eirootod-
SAMPLE
4 •
EoCtorge. 'litivirestne $1.50
or Amerkan
Reader Magazine.... 1.00
Metropolitan ..1.60
Os' World Today
or Woman's HOMO --
Comp.anion $6.00
All for 113.00, Halt Price
Reader Magazine ... 53 00
Review of Reviews .. 3.00
or Outing
or Ainslee's
or Smart Set
$6 00
Both for 101.00, Ralf Pries
Homo Magazin* ....al 00
McClure's ..1.60
Sr Cosmopolites
or American
or Scores,
12 60
Both for $1.1111
BARGAINS.
Cosmopolitan ... ..111.••
Homo Manasioa -
or Americas
$300
All for 52.30
Weekly Inter Owen
and Farmer .... 51 00
McCall a Megas&so .. .60
(with patters)
Honor Magazine.... 1 00
— -
IS SO
AU for *ISO. Half Price
DMOLdier ,
( lb Rh fitabions)
Oosmopolitan 1 00
Reader Mageolnes . 3 00
-
$4 1,0
All for $2.00
..10 50
Complete Rebecriptioa Cast ogee, with beautiful Harrison rifler
cover, listing all magazines singly and to clubs at uweet rates, sent
yow tree on receipt of panel card rovisiot.
Central Magni.* Agency • • ' Indianapolis. Indiana.
Tbo BobbaiterrillOompany.
1
Stands Like a Stone Wall
Turns Cott* Horses, Hogs —Is Praotkally Indestructible
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AMERICAN FENCE
Buy your new fent* for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
hinge joint, the gene galvanising, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
that is not too bard nor too soft.
We can show you this fence in rein stock and explain Its merits and
superiority, not only its the roll but in the field. Coate and see us and get
our prices.
F. H. JONES & CO
SOLE AGENTS FOR PADUCAH
Both Phones 328. Cor. Second and Ky. Ave.
Full Line Hardware at Right Prices.
•
.
•
•
- ' e --•qp
•
TIM PADUtAii ETENING SUN till.: SEN'Ele
COLO KILLei THE GERM.
Lieut. l'erry Says There Are N.. field
Hearh• Lu the Arctic liveien.
147ar
Large Assorted Stock of Patterns, Suitable for Steamboats, Saw a::: :,rist Wills
a •
•
4
• I
•
a
t,
EMU W. WHITTEMORE
raEA.I. ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESVATE PRICE LIST.
Sma •• T.I•pl•••• ter M.
11  NEW STATE 110TEI
t.
•
Pb.... 835 FRATERNITY BLDG
PADUCAH, KY.
METROPOLIS. ELL.
S. A. Batley, Prep
leweas MO bees hotel le the di,
Dates Rano. Two large @amp!
loonas. Bath rooms, Electric Lights
The oaly centrally located Hotel *
Is. city,
0011CMERCIAL PATEOS1101 SO
LICSTSID.
SC UMW _a TRNIIKIISSZ WY
WSW COMPANIL
(Iscorporated.)
TOR THE TENNicsanc RMS.
jaKAKKR CLYDE,
Leave. raderaii ter Tris.s.ssseeRiya
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
A. W. WRIGHT Masts
=GENE ROBINSON  Clari
Th's company te not reepoasil..,
for Invoice charges unless collect*
by ttie clerk of the boat.
Specie! 'grunion rates from Palt
cab to Waterloo. Fars for the roun.
trip 88.00. Leaves- Paducah oven
Wednesday Si 44. SIC
"IMIRIVIILLILP a-bream APR
CAIRO LANS.
( iscorporstat. )
RSA N8V11.1.1t-PA DUCAR PACILINT
(Daily Swept gaudy.)
Steamers Jas Fowler and John II
Hopkins. :rave Paducah for Eisn•
trIlle;tad way landings at 11 • m.
THE STE.111KR DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and as
landings at 8 a. ttL. sharp, daily, 03
cept Sanday. Special excursion rate
now in effect from -Paducah to Cair
and return, with or without meal,
aad room. Good mettle and table ur
surpassed.
For further Information apply t
S. A Toplte-, Ocreral Past AK ,nt, o
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agtrit, a
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Ome•
First and Broadway.
IKILL Tha COUCH
AND CURE T1/11 LUNCS 
-w7-N Dr,. King's
New Discovery
FOR CSLIttis %MA.
AND ALL THROAT PRO LUNG TSOUSUiL
OIIARAKTZEDSATISPACTOIS
OR MONEY
ILLlnIM CENTII1,1, EX-
11•11SION
The following reduced rates
sr a announced:
hi %Rim anAs
New Orleans, La., Marls II,
For the above occasion the
Illinois C. neat Railroad com-
pany will sell round trip tick-
ets on February 26. 21, 28,
SS and on March 1 and 2,
490s. for 115 95, good re-
turning until March 10, 1908.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Filth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Art City Ticket COIN
4. N. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot
IIPERATOR$ are WANTED on account of Deter
a-hour law. antiwar wires are cut tato
InnuaboiesCollete-4 at us lent iegiliaa. 4
110ORREEPING
tug
_rs. mit. accept-
tes pr. ,po• t ln, coneale I .utt lie teeelbell
more Booskesping '111likk: asuuttm LIMAthey do ill btX.
SHORTHAND
VG persist of Bier. IL
COUrt Ilti•porters write
the Short hand israurtr,a teacrios-'l liE ilkaT
'FEDERAL TROOPS
AND MARTIAL LAW
Requent to be Made of (lover
nor Willson. •
POSITIONS p,. .i taTt! 
gives...,:,.ir,:ts Pension III Ile Prepared for rifles, I sis t
Coi
here.. 5300.00000 enultill, and it years* -Want Eseesulse to call tot
Inittettol. to seCt.ire botrill•••• wader reasonable l'resldeut for Troops.comets's,. or ...fund tuft :on. i atakiirue eon-
tatterte use its 01. Itt i of •I'. tii.• a i• i• c facts.
fa VILLE. Add re,: Jno. I'. Dr ;wawa, rrest..
DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLRGE
oss.111.5 5TO
(IscorporatetL)
PADUCAH-314 Broadway.
or Menit011ie Oa Si, 1,0Ui..
J. W. COLEMAN
Druggist
Elov•nth and C•Idsvell Striset•
SucCtilSoe To C 0 RIPLIr
tresctiplitns Catelelly Csep,s•eed.
All the patent medicines and
artieles advertised in this
paper are on sale at!
McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.
To get well and keep well take SlcUlAN'll
01/11DIAL Poo ed by niere than fifty years
-.1 Lott tilt be the trory 'bast health preserver,
-Ire'ettla stolen sled Wed purifier. 80 ceuta
UM ger beak ui all dealers.
MU AND 11/11111111.
Rat for sitimesral
lo I wSn. ea. tsar roahrlanar•••041••
Itrur 4. Italia.. or ubaorItiellil
me •••••• at' m• coal ••11111.1111111••
Proems poirsila est..., and sot Nets.
inesibmitatts. 4..• or aot••,•,,es.
Iti•CualATIA Mold lb, Drugeselk
1. IL a. a, •••t is 51515 •flwor•r•
•••ram, Fro5e.41. tee
III is or 111.1.1.1oela 7b.
Girsaiss sena se Simellik
•
PIMPLE
1.1 i, I, ft '•• '•
',nye bot I I. s‘• Us, net% il..an•
II It'll Kt fa.. yeas loll 04 - Meek.
leal- Alt... taking eserarota tart all left I lall
r .ttinaing Ilia.••• of tie • 1104 ,raPonaton.ling
11.., at rewrote. I feet liew,altao fete. to Ng
Irr7tItt•K •01110io 1••••  rino,•• ta'rocostassala
Trod C. "Mien. 111 Lae Ga.. legwork. N. J.
el•••••s, Tomato. e•••at Tula flood Donee/•
r•er r•rans. Kra .an or .1•Igat We. M14. lie Hart,
• t4 to I•ollt gettotor tide ataanpad
I - -I ,r roar ••••n•y
af.•114.1 Remedy Ce.. Cattalo Or N.Y. Skil
111111ALS4Lf., TEN MILLION NM
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cur
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases-.
5MALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Tao doses give rn: • f and one box
cur.' any ordinai , rase of Kid-
, y or hi:elder trouble. -Removes
;etver, cures Diabetes. Semlnal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all Irr16;ularitIts of
he Kidneys .44.0 Illaideer jet both
uien and teeniest'. Sold at SO cents
per boa on the no cure no pay beefs
by McPherson's Drug store, Foutth
Alid Broadway. sole agent for Padt1-
.11. dr tent by mail upon receipt of
,•riee by Lark Medic ine Coss --Loula-
ole, Ky.
- t'eerAll!
When you want quali-
ty, either in cut llotvers,
floral designs or plants,
ordcr from
BRUNSON'S
FLOWER SHOP
529 Broadway. Both nom 398
1ENRY MAMMEN, JR.
WW1 en Tit THIRD ARTS
T11 T.
Seeik 11111ndlas, Beak Wart. Tap
lAbrall Work • specialty.
ONLY • LF.GISLATURE CAN ACT
la singlets, , March 24 - A re-
sult of the night riding lawlessness'
in (ho tobacee-growing sections of
Kentueky, which eulminated Friday
night in She murder of Hiram Hedges
In Nicholas; county. may be that Gov-
ernor Willson will be appealed to
Place a portion at least of the state
Under, martial law and have l'nited
States soldiers undertake to give the
protection to citizens which the state
seents -unable to do.
Petitions will be prepared-here to-
day which will be at once lilt in cir-
culation all or the state for signa-
tures in which Governor Willson is
urged to declare the Inability of sthe
state orneerf to cope with the-lawless-
ness rampant in the Wham!) territory
and aittieal„ to the'llnited Slates gos-
ernment to take charge of the situa-
tion.
It is believed that these petitions
will receive the signatures of thou-
sands of the best citizens of the state.
and no matter what rem-stance the
governor may feel to take such action
It is believed by the promoters of the
movement that he will Aee that he
has no alternallvenut to comply with
the request of the petItionk or to see
the reign of terror continued inde-
finitely.
A mitleiiii;g4rsaPs"ielilrehed sesnesellealterday of to-
barest dealers, independent growers
and business men from various parts
of the state, at which it. was deter-
mined that the murder committed by'
night riders in Nicholas county mark.
ed the flnal 'limit of patience whir!h'
the Idw4bidiug citizens should show
toward the anarchistic conditions- in
the tobacro-growing regions, ant that
FIRST SIGNS ARE
IN THE BACK
Best Not to Neglect Nature's
Danger Signals %%lien Kid-
neys Are Involved. Says an
Authority.
0N4.; (*AN PREPARE' THIS
Take care of backache. A great
many cases of kidney complaint are
reported about here. also bladder
trouble and rheumatism
An authority once steed that pain
In the back, loins or region of the kid-
ne3 a ia the danger signal nature hangs
out to notify the sufferer that there is
something wrong with the kidneests
which should receive immediate at-
tention. Only vegetable treatment
should be administered and absolutely
ricAt mingle alcoholic patent medicines,
which are harmful to the kidneys and
bladder.
The following prescription. while
simple, harmless and inexpensive, is
known and recognised as a sovereign
remedy for kidney complaint. The in-
gredients can he obtained at any good
prescription pharmacy and. anyone
can mix them:' Compound Kargon,
one ounce; Fluid Extract .Dandellon,
one-half ounce; Compound Sysup
SarsaparlIa. three ounces. Shake well
In a bottle and take :n teaspoonful
doses after each meal grid at bedtime
This preparation Is said to restore
the natural ffinction of the kidneys,
,so they will sift and-strain the poisons
sous waste matter, uric acid. ete, from
ithe blood, purifying it and relieving
rheumatism. Backache will be re-
lieved, the urine will be neutralized
,and cleared and ne longer a cause of
irritation. thereby overcoming such
c rymptoms as .weak bladder. painful.
-frequent and other urinary difficultlea
This it worth trying and may prove
just what many people here need.
OPTIMISTIC OLLIE
fiefel....mtvwvinctiker • ..with the situation which the state and POPULAR VOTR-THIS TIME.county•authorities and courts have .
shyers decided there was no recoarre
but to appeal to the naConal govern-
mint. atisi haves federal triage: take
charge. as was Tettl'IlLy when
the lawlessness in the mining seetious
of Nevada got beyond conned of the
state a ut horit les
The poetical manner of making
sueli appeal to the national govern-
ment is through the governor, and h
was, therefore, determined to prepare
the petitions, and. backed by the large
number of signers which they are ex-
pected to receive, present the request
to-the governor.
taininsiftce Appointed. ,
A committse Wits appointed
the petitions prepared and placed in
circulation. The form of the petition
will be drawn up by a prominent law
yer here and the spealtfons,will Alen
be prigted aid diatributed here and
at other posits in the state for signa-
tures.
The governor stated to a welt
known tobacco warehceiseman of this
city that he liewillinglo do anything
In 'his power to put slowe the lay:testi-
ness and seemed to full)- realize the
utter inabInty.of the state authorities
to cope with the situatioa.
The murder in N,eholas count.: was
almost the sole subject of converaa
lion on the streets here, and there
was a unanimous expression of (nem
eveg from inemhers of the So•
cit ts of Eqeity, that laptuan life was
too high a price to pay even to seture
a higher price forstobacco.
ismisville. Ky.. March .24.-in
regard to the telegraut front Len-
Ineion saying that petitions would
Lexingson saying that peitions would
be circulated asking that the gov-
ernor declare martial lee- in Ken-
tucky and call on the president,of the
Visited -States to send troops here,
Governor teilision, who is at The Seel-
bach, said that such a thing was ab-
surd. He said that the constitution
of Kentucky expressly states that the
legislature Vane can declare martial
law. He also said that there was no
need of martini law In the state and
he believed that Kentucky could take
care of ita own affairs,
An Angler.
A Chicago physician said the other
day of this late Dr. Nichols Senn, the
celebrated surgeon:
"1 studied under Dr. Sean when hn
eat protest/Or of surgery ,at Rush hiPd
teal college. I remember host one day
he asked me a question that I did not
know. and In order to hide ply ignor-
ance I gave an ambigous allswer.
Dr. Senn smiled.
"He said I reminded him ot a
school boy who, taking a written ex-
amination In history tame to the 4111Ps-
lion:
'Which was the greater general,
Caesar or Iiinttlbal?'
"The boy answered as follows:
"'If we consider who Caesar sal
Hannibal were, and ask ourselves
which -of them was the greater, we
must unhesitatingly answer In the at-
'Irritative.' "-Kansas City Journal.
'
.paeor• "Sapho" brought $300.- The real teat of a eotire popularity
1100e • IS the parody.
!friaries to Home From IVA,Iiint.14.11
to .1ttend District t11 ti's'
Louisville. March 21.-Congress-
man 011ie M. James, of the First diss
trict. Was in Louisville last night en
route from Washington to his home
In Marion, and he will return to the
uational capitai after a week in Ken-
tucky.
Congressman James ha l fully re
covered from the two operations h-
Iv -underwent Au Itespitat
New York, and is In better health now
than for seviral months. He said
that he was in perfect trim to make
the fight of his life for the Democratic
party in Kentucky.
Congressman _James does not think
any rerious opposition to William J.
Bryan will develop in the 'national
convention. He believes the Nebras-
kan will again be the Democratic
standard bearer and that he will this
year poll the largest popular vote
ever given to a presidential candidate
of either party.
ROGERS* Id ERWOBT
Tar and Catichalagnsi
For the complete cure of Coughs,
Colds, Asthma and Bronchitis and all
Lung complaints tending to rousump-
tion, IAverworts Tar and Wild therm
have for ages ma.ntained an estab-
lished reputation a. a standard Cough
Remedy. It Contains no opium or
harmful drug: can be given with
safety to children Price $1.00. Sold
by druggists. Williams' IlTs. Co.,
Props., Cleveland, 0.
TWO HIRCREITS ENTER
ARMY AT THIS STATION.
The people who come back front
Klondike testify to the fact that uo
native bald heads are there. The evi-
&nee is that the cold climate kills
the germs that eat the hair off at the
loot. Lieutenant Perry, who went to
the Arctic regioas, gives the bents. evi-
dence. Newbro's Heipicide has the
same effect as the eo.d climate. It
kills the germ that ests the hair off
at the roots, and the hair grow; again
Hsrp:cide Is the first hair remedy built
upon the principle of destroying, the
germ that eats the hair off. Its pfse-
noruinai sale demonstrates the correct-
ness of the scalp germ bleary- Sold
by leading druggists. Two sizes, 541.-
and 11.00. Send 10c in stamps for
sample to The Herpicide Co., Detroit,
Mich. W. B. McPherson, Special
Agent
Captain William I. Revd was in the
City last night and accepteetwo men
Into the 'artily for the field artillery:
William L. Cousert, of Golconda, and
William Hamm. of Pope counts. Illi-
nois. Sergeant Blake has two men
on probation. captain Reed_ came.
from princeton, hare and from this
elty he gent d Cskiro.
PILKS! intim
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will'
curs Blind, Bleeding and Itching Plies
It Absorbs the tumors. Allays Itching
at mice, acts as a poultice, gives in-
stant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
Ointment is prepared for Tiles and
tithing of the private *arts. Sold by
&treats. mall 50c and $1.00. Wit-
Halm' N'Ff. Co- Prelim., Cleveland°.
Little Willie_ (roading)-"Saf, pa,
what Is a franchise grab?" Pa-"A
franchise grab, my .on. Is something
that occurs when the guardians of
the pedple's interests keep their hands
open and their eyes closed "-Chick
go Deily News
A friend in need clips! to you for
all You are 'worth.
C et- tart .
t• •
TO LOUISVILLE
NIGHT RIDERS PURSUE HUMBLE
CITIZEN OF SHEL831'.
Fled Ennui Home to Escape and
Noticed rive of Them on Ms
Train.
Louisville. March 24.-:L-The night
riders have come to Louisville. ac-
cording to the experience related to
the police Taft night by Benjamin
Stucker„a tobacco grower of Shelby-
ville.
Shortly after 10 o'clock last night
Stucker trent to the central police sta-
t:on and asked protection from the
eight riders for the night. The as-
it woald harm his interests in Shw'll,y-Eembled police grabbed their batons
and tried to beat down the visions of
switches and burning roofs which rot ,
before them. Then Stucker amplified
'his story. s
"I came hers. at 10 o'closk tonighi
nom my br'other's farm near Shelby-
ville, where we had raised a consider-
able crop of tobacca. On the train
with me were five men whom 1 no-
ticed particularly 10.'4'11115V they wer
Mechanics' Foundry and Machine Co.
MlKF KNOW1,11::•_4. BUN PILJE18.
Now Phone 1023
214 Washington St. Paducah, Ky.
McCLAIN 6 ROGERS
Contractors for Painting and Paper Hanging
Prices Reasonable All Work Guaranteed
Both Plat-mu/11(161
4 
SCHMAUS BRADS.
Both Phones 192.
Green Houses 50,000 Feet of Glass
Choice Cut Nowa, per dozen 81.00
Carnations, per dozen .50
Cyclamens and Prinarotes in bloom, 4 plants,
Funeral work and decorations a specialty. We Ave the largest lineIt? Pot Planta in the city. Write for oor 1905 ..atalotfue. Free de-
livery in any part of the city.
FAT IS AN OFFISNSF,
Ibe team:alarm iseigR
expressiag a suPreme degree of grace,
should-he an lnspiration In our daily
lives and lead up to higher ideals of
beauty," said the art lecturer. "There-
fore the fat woman is an enemy to
the artistic uplift, for she is entirely
too heavy for any- wings of fancy to
rals''e.t can't understand how, any wo-
man will remain fat when it is so
easy to reduce one's flesh. In the
Latin quarter of Parts one never sees
a gross figure. Although the art
models take things easy, sit around a
great deal and eat just whatever they
Please, yet they 'keep their flesh firm
and their figures beautiful. They have
a simple fat reducer that takes the
place of starving and gymnasties. it
consists of a teaspoonfuNfter meals
and at bedtime of this simple receipt:
One-half •ItilCe Marmots. one-half
Mince Fluid Extract Csiscara-Asib-1
matic and three and a half ounces
Syrup Simplex. That's all.- Why
don't fat. pudgy American women try
that? It's harmless-nay. very good
for them-and- I understand,
take off as much as k pound of fat a
day. Any one with a little small
change and a drug store handy can
have a decent figure."
nili‘ei;:g we all the do.
veilth :trete stat'on I got soff Ito
Isain, and sis did Ilsey. I via!kcil to
Main stectit. *here suddenly two of
the tile,: grabbed me by. tile arms and
durnanded where- I was going. They
%could not let see loose until 1 toi:1--
diem that I was going to my father.
A. A. Stuc-ker. at '212 Tweitty-eightn
street. Then they spoke threafenine-
ly to me and let me go."
Stucker refused to tell what the
tarn had said to him, declaring that
:-houlfl le. give this publicity. Ile
Slis that he has a wife in Shelbyville
but that after last night's experienv
he will not return there, but will send
for his wife to join him here He was
reassured sufficiently to go to
his father's home for the night..
Keneedy's lAxatIve Cough Syrup acts
gently yet promptly on the biz/wets
and allays inaflnamation at the same
time. It is pleasant to take. Sold by
all Druggists.
Try the San for Job Work.
W. B. PAR.RISH
{ • JE.WE.LE.R.
Repairing A Specialty
522 Broadway Paducah, Ey.
_______- _
.,- I
___.______ -
Early Times
And
Jack Beam -
Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .' ;
For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is nothing superior
.
NOW is the TIME
to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good condition for.
spring and summer use. We clean
all stoves and put in good working
order for the nominal charge of $1.
Repairs extra. Stoves called for
and delivered free. .e • • • •• • • •
Paducah Light & Power Co.. 
•
•
•
.•
-
DIDN'T WANT SMALL FISH—A FISH STORY.
. •
•
3:4
"Well. lust bete at the nerve of that little doh: Guam
I'll use him for bait.
-4 "
this keeps n I may catch a twenty pounder
"Com. here, sonny, and help me get him off the hook.
T 11.
"That's a little better. Well, I'll try and catch some
thing bigger olth this pucker.
OOP 
•
:••••-":
tr.
'Re. be! At last:
.11M 4==I•••
VI. -
I-kJ "Talk about your fish stories! Wmr.
Irvin S. Cobb is Guest of Honor at
TAFT IS HEARD ATTEIPTED TO
• IN NEW JERSEY KILL DIPLOIAT
Takakira Also Talks Before Forster Counselor to Japanese
Chamber of Commerce. Embus), Wounded.
Friendly Itelstions EvINting Illetween lits1tleio.e.1 at Him for Part He PlayedUnited retake Declared Stronger iii Iteorgauitation of Govern-Thar Ever, Taft Says, men( of Korea.
STATIC RIGHTS NOT DAMAGED, KOHEANS SOUGHT His DEATH
Trenton, N. J.. March 24.—Yester- San Francisco, March 24.—With reday was field day for Trenton. Seers- volvtr of the would be assassin (ea-tery of War Taft and Japenete Am- cealed In a handkerchief. D. W. Sloe-temeedoe i•akahtra spoke before the ens, formerly counselor to the Jape-chamber of commerce, A special
at Washington, but forception to the distinguished eisitors'eeverai 
tcok place in-the assembly chamber M' 
}cans diplomatic adeieor to
' 
the Korean government at Seoul, wasthe state house 'at 7 o'clock. The 
es were in session and 
shot and seriously wounded as he wastwo hous
about to leave for Wasilingtan.larks and. lobbies were crowded t, eh I
given a cordial reception. Takahira 
byTihtvven. schhoatnagw.-ere fired at tevensseectators. Taft and Takahira w ere
evoke briefly. i bullet missed the diplomat and mei-
a Korean. •The first
Taft discussed the relation of theldentallY 
struck and perhaps fatally
woundded M W. Chun, one of the
said the development of the country 
three or four Koreans who were lying
states to the _federal government. He
la wait for Stevens. The other twohad made amine matters relatively'
more important than state matters 
tsb.outes,torctirkikteffne; 
kint under the right
t in Stevens' hack, one
compared with the conditions " 
a hundred years ago, but said thrs did 
shoulder Wade refer the steles: col-
rightn. 
giatee 
iqwer. 
HAIM. and the'secoud a few inchesrut mean a serrender of
this government would be if 
While the wounds are serious. It. la
He added: "I tremble to think what
every_ stated that the chalets' for Stevens'thing was cebtered in the District of recovery are good. The motive for
Columbia. The states, governors and the murderous attack appanntly
legislatures must not line their settee arises out of the resentment of a smallof responsibliit'y In respect to their group of local .Koreans te-the Jape-duty w:thin their functions, lest the nese protectorate over- Korea. whomovement In favor of min:meting sought to avenge their country forstate power shall gain in strength." !the important part played in the re-
Governor Fort spoke briefly and organization of its government by
said he hoped tlie good feeling exist. Stevents.
ing between the United States and Ja. "Yes. me shoot him." said Change- pan would always continue. to the Associated_Press. "me sorry.almost of chagrin that the manage-
ment greeted the news. jest before
shutting off the lights. that some oneChorus Girls' Association Ball. other than a guest had stolen the boa
receipts, with the exception of car
tare for Mr. Betts, Mr. G^st and'the
other promoters of the ball.New York, March 24.—A epeeist to
the Chicago Tribune says: The
Chorus eels' Protective association
of Greater New York, combined
with the Brokers' Benelicisl society 
111113-76a11-17-f fl orthe Wine
Agents' union, gate a large function
at the Amsterdam opera house for
some time yesterday morning to help
swell the treasury of the sick and
headache fund of the amalgamated
organizations. President Kid Betts.
of the Pearl Button Uppers club. and
President Irvin Cobb. of the Society
of Amer.can Playwrights, were the
guests of honor.
Just a hint that an actual gold
watch and chain were to be slipped to
the most refined couple on the floor
was enough to make the ball the most
successful the mid-city set has given
since the White Rats' ball of last
week or the Mr. Larry Mulligan asso-
ciation ball of the week before that.
or the Joe Weber danoe of a
CCIaVa of days before that.
The many piliate basket parties
that were given at the private tables
In Churchill's and Jack's on the Say
home from the ball all voted that
Lent sure was comtng in like a Hon.
Beet Since ilanume Raikwed„
The first statement that the watch
would be awarded for so simple thin:.
as refinement brought together the
largest *tingle group,Of prominent per-
sons that has gathestefince Ar-
tier. hotel burned out.' - Wherefore the
grend march, froninthe conventionat
mounted pollee allrthe way down to
the other citizens on foot. was the
most elegant thing of its kind since
the last naval review off Oyster Bay.
The grand march proper was led
by Mr. Kid Betts, of' the Pear! Bat-
ton Uppers club, and Secretary Helen
Gaon. of the Authcrs' International
Copyright end Athlet:e league. Hun.
dreds of eliaples. eager to win the
prize gold watch that was offered the
most refined couple, fell into line be-
I am making suits for $25.00
and up in my new store,
ao If you want an Easter Suit made
c Ane amid give me a cail. I have all
geed workmen aud work is all
d .ne In my store I don't have My
work Made out of the city. Ocone and
see for yourself.
SOLOIION, The Tailor
$22Ihustirg Old hew=
bad
beh i nim ithem plseeaddinmaisseozpreel nbefore
reor her gentleman friend's wearing
apparel. 
.lorgntett)t-
ware he
ventional black, aid his cravat was
itied in a pretty bow of delicate pink
silk, overlaid with a fret-work to
match the design of the braid that
edged his evening weskit. The westit
was worn decollete over* box plaltea
soft boiled evening shirt with a dull
finish. He carried a silver wine
cooler.
Trainees-Ram& to IReacee.
, As the leading couple turned about
upon. reaching the far end of the ball
rcom and came back Ca the center of
the floor, the entire line of marchers
got the matelot. effect for the first
time. Many weakened perceptib'y
and it was evident that entire groups
of couples were ready to give up the
contest because of the bitter rea:iza-
Eon of their lack of refinement.
Their trainers noted their defec-
tions quickly and ran 'out from the
side lines with palls and sponges and
impoitunities to stick it obt. But the
friends of the leaders, especially when
the lorgnette was brought into play,
timply stood right up and cheered.
The noire then wasn't anything,
however, to the hysteria that rattled
the chant:le:Mrs when Mr. Bettis turned
up his trousers upon coming to the
(lige of the wine belt under the grand
horseshoe. Mr. Betts wore Alice blue
half hose, frescoed witp box plaits of
Scotch plaid.
Perhaps the whole_ greed march
wou:d have been ruined because of tie-
ertinn right there if the manage-
ment didet begin to circulate a press
agent rumor again there waft to be a
soul kiss contest after the march.
rowans Clothe% Get Serried.
Of course there was notien' to it in
the end. Mr. Betts and Mts.& -Green
had the majority of the committee
well in hand and each got a watch.
The second prizes were awardrd to a
couple arrayed in clothes made of red
and white popcorn woven on heads.
This girt end she was none oteer than.
MUM Wlenes and her partner
said his name was Geerge
R-I-G-A-N.
Dirring the march -Mere was vocal
music and all the time there were boa
parties entirely surrounding the !lino
tlon. Vocal music waaby the_Lamhs'
•lub quintet. elegem Joe Touhy. Wil-
iam J. Kelley. Will Page and Bill
Ramat. The fifth voice was supplied
by Otr. Kelly. who sing Met tenor
and nut base at the same time.
Mr. Max Marks' box party probe-
_bly run ahead of Mr. Wiener's pate
In the adjoining bon for the reason
that. although Mr. Misener had a big
anted 'of other soelety Wks as his
gimlets, Kr. Marks had rink, sa mint
ample and had "dressed':. his box be-
Ides with several of was clothing la
ires front the Show windows of hie
=tore. Also be 1/01rP many of springInd early summer styles personally
valued together, he said, at several
hundred dollars.
Some 00e 4 lope Receipts.
Mr. Touhy and Miss Frames Baron.
ef Boston, was the prizes as the best
lancets, trella the floor ,Miss Dorothy
serrtrand got • prime as the hest look -
`nit girl. and Miss Alice Half Portion
Clifford an the most precocious.
In view of all the pleasant time
e eery one bad It was with a feeling
It wita_ nearly _midnight when Taft shows the order in. Kentuc.ky to be in
eas introduced. He spoke on 
.1.414,1Inju ries. 1a flourishing condition as to numbers,,
condition of lodges. rate et increase Nat:onal Outlook." lie was y igort
ly cheered aw he rose to speak.charitable work and, in fact, in all of
its phases'. I A large portion of het speech %ei-
ne report shows a total member-li giten to the.disoussion of our re:a-
strip in Kentucky of 13,e62, an ite'tions with Jepan. which he InsItetil
crease-of 1.033 during the year 11107.1are as cordal today as they have leen
Inquiry was made at the principle ,
Owensboro. Ky., March !4.--John 19112. The baron was followed hute.:1 jinn jorikommizastatli..tW. carter, grand keeper .....izfeceisr aiwkw_lawm,"1„..vamiwo,47
a, the Fairmont, ('hang is in the city I
s'""birl rilrrici"11" 6T- whose subject was "Deeper Water-
prisoll. no charge being placed against
has completed his annual report.? ways...
h 111, pending the outcome of Stevens'
which le a most creditable one, andi
Twelve new-lodges were instituted
during the year. Three lodges for-i
felted their charters, making a net in-
crease for the year of lodges.
The report shows expendittires for
rdief work during the year et W.-
1).1.5. A great deal of inonee ess
;tended in this way la never reportenl.
so that the aetual amount spent is
probably nearer $54,0040 than 5
010.
• 
—Place your orders for wedding
avitatlons at home. The Sun is
inowing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
such lower than you will have to .‘T l'AN'TON OVER Got 1.ItN
say elsewhere. al ENT'S V IMAM NG.
fur many years. Latest *•vidence of
this is to be found in Japan's invita-
tion to the battleship fleet to visit
that country, and the president's
Prompt asceptance. lie spoke of his
visit to Japan, and reviewed the condi-
tion/In the Philippines. ,
The hew& closed with a short
address by Governor Fort.
INDIGNATION
You can please a woman by omitt-
ing her neighbors and praising het
child rev
1
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You
Want
Usually
it at Once
THE
SuoJobRooms
hos 351-II
Dees all kinds of printlni
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
It should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing—probably we can save
you some worry. We know
we can give you satietartere
work, and give it to you
promptly.
tionerie. Itereing Held and Itoytett
Det breed on Japan,,
eireldft.
Canton, March 24.---The "greatest
indignation prevails here against the
government for sielding to the Jap-
at ese demands In the Tatsu Mara
• . case, it Wing considered that the goy:
i ernment's action in this matter ha'.
brought disgrace upon the pro'. 'nee
The Solf-Government Society of (en-
tot. has organised several monster in-
dignation meetings, at which resolit-
I tions were adopted that the 'utilisers-
sry of the release of the TAW) Mart
, be obiservela daxig4ittistianieuelit.
lag, -The httionaltla0 fleelare 'a
boycott aiitinst Japanese goods.
• More Than_44.000 persons attended
the mass meeting held yesterday:
, buildings were draped in :mourning
: and twenty or more orators delivered
I I denunciatory speeches. Among the
Ii epeakers was a it-year-old boy.
•
I Thieve+ entered George Goodman
k company's store. North Setond
street, last night, and rifled the/cash
drawer of $5.35 In change and took
LIMP razor belonging to a clerk. The
thieves tried to gain entrance h• the
rear door, but after -cutting for •
while they abandoned the lob, and
climbed on top of a one-story out-
house and raiseal a window, Some
whisky was taken, but the employes
have been unable to determine how
much. Nothing waindiaturbed in the
°Mee of the company.
THIKVEN STEAL MONFA'
l'UOM Glicoways to worm
The "Bloomer Girl" Nellie was let
off the dry docks tills morning after
having undergone extensive repairs.
She has a new hull, the guards widen-
ed and new decks, repairs to the cabin
and the boat painted
•
The Joe Fowler will lie the Evans-
ville packet tomorrow morals,.
cl&
River stage*.
Cairo  42.1 0,5 fall
Chattanooga 13  3 1 dee
Cincinnati  45.9 1.4 rise
Evansville .. 1 93 rise
Florence- missing.
Johnsonville  13 2 0 5 rise
Louisville  lit 2 -2 1 rar
Mt Carme: . 16 6 1 fall
Nashvile  is • rise
Pitf.thta-g  9 4 1
St Gook It; 5 13 fa I
Mt. V. rnon e 0.G fall
Paducah .. I it fait
MeMbership Irteased„, saying a good word for the Japame day.ers 
gc4r1Inrent exposition at Toket In
At the conclusion of the exercises no: him no good. Him help Japan
at the state house the viseors were bine, bye Korea elle same Jai:tan--driven to Masonic Temple, where th.• lie said he had read about Stevenschamber of cononerce banquet to 'a in Japanese newspapers. and hadplace Takahira was the first speak, 7 resflagilir4A h.ni from the picture pith.and 'devoted his time largely to a di- lishetl. It was learned that a stnahcuesion of trade relations beteeen band if Kosls had ha-en on Stevens*
.I
 
the United States and Japan and to tiae ever pitice he arrived last Eri-
'CRYSTAL THEATRE
1
Presenting Superb Vaude-
ville All This Week
THE GREAT O'NEAL—Novelty Barrel Jumper.
HOLZER 4 GOSS—Acrobatic Comiques.
GEO. W. SNOW—Musical Artist.
GEO. BRADLEY—Who is Some Jester.
PICTURE MELODIES.
Latest Illustrated Songs. Moving Pictures.
Burnside 
Cat thage r, r, rare and return int her two trips te.
7 6 ti S fall icursion boat from Metropolis to Pa-
ttie,.
River stage at 7 o'clock this morn- Tbe Henrietta is .due in from the
lug read 36 5, a fall et I.it sinre yes- Tennessee ever with lies.
The Internees arrived front tie.
tcrday morning.
The Georg.a law passed dosn lest I Terntessers river today with • tow ot
night on her way front Cincinnati I,- to • the Aaer & Lord Tie company
Memphis.. Ste was loaded duet' a WI tallytdt.,;Daoror
ni"dandfroelms dirj"Pktag 
,)'--freight,
The •Weed Kentucky Coal compile, ' feagitittiosit-arthese. iwkh.arrftliosonmenvie:vinnighftor
towboat liarth will be inspected to-Itte.
Tire ei)de take on this tettmorrow morning. The Hat-tester. a a•
Mapecttd last week and east-tat a hne i t
the stone for the monument which
, retied on the Shtioh battlefieldMatter-lion,
wals'hien Bliv.titittitiriffehhtartirclitemensashreprialtele,d sliiiel + lub;Htwt.:4,14. v•wrItai JII:hhoin! jd7).hidpiro..ncaTted:laor•ipj:Mireini onii 01.31,-.
lift for the Ohki early Mkt morning
,..,;)%tivorrn Johnsonor  i i
b dn d gostaoff h al it 1 t•morning 
ghal'Itianwd
ill 
 el Is returnve 
for 
• Cede font Danville to Shiloh Theberlard at noon tomorrew.
nionumeut is being erected by. tio.The Harvester arrived from Mem.
Pt terpon Granite cutneany of eipet' last night with a tow tor empty
barges for the West Kentucky Opal
contpany. The Harvester's crew Irrie. The .1011-. 8 Hopkins was in from
go ou the Egan to the mines today af. this morning On WIMP steh
a leg trill of freight She returned at
ter a tow of coal.
o'clock.1 N Hook arrived from Joppa 11 
Trot night with her tow of barge,. and (Mir ha Vorecasea,
l• ft for the Cumberland today after The Ohio at Kvansville r
a tow of ties. for days. reach.ng 37 fret, or slight-
The leck Fowler got away for It• eyer At Mt. Vernon, will rise for
ro this morning web a big trip of I dap, reaching close to 35 feet .et
-freight and pateengent :the will re- rieldrah will continue falling 24 to
urn tonighthours, then rise. At Cairo. will
The Weal In and nut for Gol- revenue falling for dart
roncla today doing A big butt:news in The Tennessee from Florence to
the passenger line., Nees slAteitelleille otet.../eiftet
4The•1 Barges t rimer. re- (Till It: from 1-11 rg rei
UAL Ounrberiand river with i tow of The miscssippi. from below St
ties. %LOW, to Cairn, will coatinue fainne
-Therflearge-Cownitg-vetWrikietn es- rft r c the peel two- days
AUDITORIUM- RINK
Closes April 15
Come Slf ate While You Can
Nose Party Tonight
44
Nt% Very lew freque appt wale the
great value of the mall want
ads In the newspapers
Some of the Things The
Sun's Have Done
A _
Very few of the people, when reading the want ads, which
probably /5 per cent of the readers do. over realise km What
splendid opportunities a three Or four notice will de.
A few days ago a reader of The Sen. who had just instal-
led himself in a flat, purchased new Wafture for the 4WD*
establishment, had to leave the city, Coe to a change le his
business. "What shall I do with this Outfit." he thoight.
Then :ne remoIlibered the Sun want ads.. put four lines in for a
few Jays and fold al the fernitere, at splendid pricearla a few
days.
This is hat one of the many Incidents of a 'Limner nature
You may not have an outfit of furniture to sell, but, you
may have something around the house some one may want -
an old carpet, or range, some musical Instrument, or bit of
furniture. A want ad. Is • fascinating thing, for nearly every
one reads teem
Try a want ad ter yourself, and test its merits The cost
Is one cent a word for one Insertion or three (Tote a word for a
week, cash with order. .
THE SUN PHONES 358
•
• •
